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Abstract
Q-learning can be difficult to use in continuous action spaces, because an optimization has
to be solved to find the maximal action for the action-values. A common strategy has been
to restrict the functional form of the action-values to be concave in the actions, to simplify
the optimization. Such restrictions, however, can prevent learning accurate action-values.
In this work, we propose a new policy search objective that facilitates using Q-learning
and a framework to optimize this objective, called Actor-Expert. The Expert uses Q-
learning to update the action-values towards optimal action-values. The Actor learns the
maximal actions over time for these changing action-values. We develop a Cross Entropy
Method (CEM) for the Actor, where such a global optimization approach facilitates use of
generically parameterized action-values. This method—which we call Conditional CEM—
iteratively concentrates density around maximal actions, conditioned on state. We prove
that this algorithm tracks the expected CEM update, over states with changing action-
values. We demonstrate in a toy environment that previous methods that restrict the
action-value parameterization fail whereas Actor-Expert with a more general action-value
parameterization succeeds. Finally, we demonstrate that Actor-Expert performs as well as
or better than competitors on four benchmark continuous-action environments.
Keywords: Reinforcement Learning, Q-learning, Policy Search, Cross Entropy Method,
Continuous Action Space
1. Introduction
Many physical environments have continuous actions, such as in robotics and industrial
control. Learning under continuous actions can in fact be advantageous, because we can
benefit from generalization across actions and learn smooth policies. When moving to
this setting, however, action selection can become expensive. Action selection needs to be
efficient, though, to ensure that agents are reactive and make decisions quickly. This criteria
is a deciding factor when selecting between policy search algorithms—those that directly
learn a policy—and value-based algorithms—those that implicitly specify a policy based on
learned value functions.
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Policy search methods are more commonly used for continuous actions, because action
selection is fast for commonly chosen policy parameterizations. Policy search methods ex-
plicitly optimize policy parameters, according to an objective based on cumulative reward
under the policy. They include policy gradient methods, like Actor-Critic methods (Sutton,
1984; Degris et al., 2012a), and non-gradient based methods, such as Cross Entropy for
Policy Search (Mannor et al., 2003). A common policy parameterization is a Gaussian dis-
tribution over actions, conditioned on a (complex) function of state. Action selection simply
corresponds to sampling from this Gaussian, which is efficient. Value-based algorithms like
Q-learning, on the other hand, only learn action-values which implicitly specify a policy.
Action selection corresponds to solving a potentially difficult optimization problem over
actions according to these action-values.
Q-learning, though, has several advantages over current policy search methods. The Q-
learning update converges to optimal values under linear function approximation (Melo and
Ribeiro, 2007). Policy search methods, on the other hand, have to solve a non-convex opti-
mization problem even in the tabular setting, and have optimality guarantees only in limited
problem settings (Fazel et al., 2018). Q-learning is also more natural to use off-policy, be-
cause action-value estimates attempt to identify the best action rather than estimate values
for the current policy. Off-policy updating enables the use of experience replay, which can
significantly improve sample efficiency. Many policy gradient methods, on the other hand,
are on-policy (Sutton, 1984; Bhatnagar et al., 2008; Degris et al., 2012a; Mnih et al., 2016),
or use an approximate1 off-policy update (Degris et al., 2012b; Wang et al., 2017; Silver
et al., 2014; Lillicrap et al., 2016). Finally, empirical evidence suggests value-based methods
can be more effective in certain problems. In Atari, for example, a policy gradient method
with many optimizations, called ACER, needed parallel environment simulations to match
the performance of Q-learning with experience replay (Wang et al., 2017). Deep Determin-
istic Policy Gradient (DDPG) (Lillicrap et al., 2016) has achieved high performance in some
benchmark environments, but also seems to suffer from hyperparameter sensitivity (Duan
et al., 2016; Henderson et al., 2017).
There has been some investigation into using Q-learning in continuous action environ-
ments, despite difficulties in action selection. There have been three main strategies: 1)
solving the optimization with a sufficiently powerful optimizer, 2) restricting the form of
action-values so that the optimization over actions becomes much easier to solve and 3)
modifying the maximum action update to use a soft update. For the first strategy, the most
general purpose approach is QT-Opt (Kalashnikov et al., 2018), which uses the Cross En-
tropy Method (Rubinstein, 1999)—a global optimization algorithm—to estimate the max-
imizing action at each step. Other methods discretize the action space (Milla´n et al., 2002;
Kimura, 2007; Metz et al., 2017). In general, however, solving for the maximizing action
on each step can be prohibitively expensive, especially in high dimensional action spaces.
The second strategy—restricting action-values—is more common, as it facilitates effi-
cient action selection. Wire-fitting (Baird and Klopf, 1993; Gaskett et al., 1999) approx-
imates the action-values by interpolating between a set of outputted action points; the
estimation procedure forces one of these action points to be the maximizing action. Nor-
malized Advantage Function (NAF) (Gu et al., 2016) learns an advantage function (Baird,
1. Sound off-policy variants have only been derived recently (Imani et al., 2018; Maei, 2018), with as yet
little empirical investigation into their efficacy.
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1993; Harmon and Baird, 1996a,b) by constraining the advantage function to be quadratic
in terms of the actions. Partial Input Convex Neural Networks (PICNN) (Amos et al.,
2017) ensure the negative of action-values are convex in terms of action, by restricting
to non-negative weights and ReLU activations. The maximizing action is found with an
approximate gradient ascent procedure from random action points. For all of these strate-
gies, the restricted functional form could be problematic in certain environments, as we
demonstrate in our experiments.
The third strategy is to avoid using the maximum action in the update, and instead use
a soft Bellman update. Soft Q-learning (Haarnoja et al., 2017) takes this approach: the
action-values are an arbitrary (energy) function and the policy is an exponential function
of the negative action-values (a Gibbs distribution). The update then involves sampling
this policy, to estimate an expectation, and so avoids the difficult optimization over actions.
Unfortunately, sampling the policy itself can be expensive, and so introduces a different
computational problem. Moreover, it optimizes over the entropy-regularized objective; in
cases where the traditional value-based objective is preferred, this may not be desirable.
In this work, we propose a new policy search objective and algorithmic framework
called Actor-Expert to optimize this objective. The objective reflects that the policy (ac-
tor) should concentrate density around maximal actions for given (expert) action-value
estimates. Actor-Expert is introduced to optimize this objective, where the Expert uses
Q-learning to learn the action-values while the Actor iteratively learns the greedy action
for the Expert. By having an explicit Actor, the agent can select actions quickly and avoid
restricting the action-value representation. Actor-Expert is different from Actor-Critic be-
cause the Expert uses Q-learning—the Bellman optimality operator—whereas the Critic
performs policy evaluation to get values of the current (sub-optimal) policy. In Actor-
Expert, the Actor tracks the Expert—to track the greedy action—whereas in Actor-Critic,
the Critic tracks the Actor—to track the value estimates for the current policy.
We further introduce a Conditional Cross Entropy Method (CCEM) for the Actor,
that slowly learns the maximal actions over time. The basic idea is to iteratively increase
the likelihood of near-maximal actions for the Expert over time. We do so by extending
the global optimization algorithm, the Cross Entropy Method (Rubinstein, 1999), to be
conditioned on states. We provide an analysis of the Conditional Cross Entropy Method,
showing that this update follows the expected Cross Entropy update over states. Practically,
CCEM for the Actor enables minimal restriction on the form of the action-values: as a
global optimization approach it explicitly tackles non-concave action-values and even non-
differentiable action-values.
We then empirically investigate the utility of the Actor-Expert framework. We show
in a toy environment where the true action-values are bimodal, that previous action-value
methods which restrict the functional form of the action-values perform poorly, whereas
Actor-Expert learns the optimal policy robustly. We also show that using an explicit
stochastic Actor for exploration in Q-learning improves on using stochastic noise for ex-
ploration. We also show our CCEM strategy is at least as good as performing explicit
CEM at each step, in addition to being computationally less expensive. We finally show
Actor-Expert methods perform comparably or better on several benchmark environments
against previous Q-learning methods and two Actor-Critic methods.
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2. Background and Problem Formulation
The interaction between the agent and environment is formalized as a Markov decision
process (S,A, P,R, γ), where S is the state space, A is the action space, P : S × A× S →
[0,∞] is the one-step state transition dynamics, R : S ×A× S → R is the reward function
and γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount rate. At each discrete time step t = 1, 2, 3, ..., the agent selects
an action At ∼ pi(·|St) according to policy pi : S×A → [0,∞), the agent transitions to state
St+1 according to P , and observes a scalar reward Rt+1
.
= R(St, At, St+1).
A common objective is to find the fixed-point for the Bellman optimality operator:
Q∗(s, a) .=
∫
S
P (s′|s, a)
[
R(s, a, s′) + γmax
a′∈A
Q∗(s′, a′)
]
ds. (1)
The corresponding optimal policy selects a greedy action from the set arg maxa∈AQ∗(s, a).
These optimal Q-values are typically learned using Q-learning (Watkins and Dayan, 1992):
for action-values Qθ parameterized by θ ∈ Rn, the iterative updates are θt+1 = θt +
αtδt∇θQθ(St, At) for
δt
.
= Rt+1 + γmax
a′∈A
Qθ(St+1, a
′)−Qθ(St, At).
Q-learning is an off-policy algorithm, that can learn the action-values for the optimal policy
while following a different (exploratory) behaviour policy.
For continuous actions, Q-learning can be difficult to use, due to the fact that an opti-
mization over actions needs to be solved, both for decision-making and for the update. For
a reasonably small number of discrete actions, maxa∈AQθ(s, a) is straightforward to solve,
by iterating across all actions. For continuous actions, Qθ(s, ·) cannot be queried for all
actions, and the optimization can be difficult to solve, such as if Qθ(s, ·) is non-concave in
a. For real-time agents, decisions need to made quickly, and the delay from an optimization
over actions is impractical.
Policy gradient methods are a common alternative for continuous action settings. They
directly optimize a parameterized policy piw, with parameters w ∈ Rm. Action selection
corresponds to sampling from piw(·|s), which is straightforward for many parametric dis-
tributions like Gaussians or Gaussian mixture models. The objective to learn these policy
parameters is typically an average reward objective,
max
pi
∫
S
dpi(s)
∫
A
pi(a|s)
∫
S
P (s′|s, a)R(s, a, s′)ds′ da ds (2)
where dpi : S → [0,∞) is the stationary distribution over states, representing state visita-
tion when following policy pi. Policy gradient methods estimate gradients of this objective
(Sutton et al., 2000), with gradient∫
S
dpiw(s)
∫
A
∇wpiw(a|s)Qpiw(s, a)da ds
for Qpiw(s, a)
.
=
∫
S
P (s′|s, a)
[
R(s, a, s′) + γ
∫
A
Qpiw(s′, a′)
]
.
For example, in the policy-gradient approach called Actor-Critic (Sutton, 1984), the Critic
estimates Qpiw and the Actor uses the Critic to obtain an estimate of the above gradient to
adjust the policy parameters w.
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3. Actor-Expert Objective
In this section, we propose a new objective for the policy and contrast it to the typical policy
gradient objective. The objective relies on an expert to provide action-value estimates.
Given such estimates, the goal of the policy is simple: concentrate probability around high-
value actions in each state.
Consider first learning a policy that returns the maximal actions for a given estimate of
the optimal action-values, Q∗. For a deterministic policy and assuming a unique maximal
action, the goal is to find pi such that pi(s) = arg maxaQ
∗(s, a). In general, however,
multiple actions could be optimal. Further, depending on the policy parameterization, it is
unlikely that pi can return a maximal action for every state. Rather, pi will have to trade
off accuracy across states.
More generally, then, we consider stochastic policies that approximately concentrate
probability around maximal actions. We define the following weighted objective
JAE(w)
.
=
∫
S
d(s)
∫
A
piw(a|s)Q∗(s, a) da ds (3)
for some weighting d : S → [0,∞) over states. This weighting reflects the sampling distri-
bution of states for updates, and impacts the trade-off in the approximation. Typically, for
off-policy objectives where data is gathered according to some behaviour policy, d is the
stationary distribution for that behaviour policy. The goal of the Actor piw is to concentrate
density on maximal actions within these states. For a policy that can perfectly represent a
maximal action in each state, if d(s) > 0 for all s ∈ S, then piw will become highly peaked
around the maximal action for each state. If the policy parameterization enables delta
distributions, then the set of optimal policies will be those that put all density on the sets
maxaQ
∗(s, a).
This objective appears similar to the corresponding off-policy objective for Actor-Critic
JAC(w)
.
=
∫
S
d(s)
∫
A
piw(a|s)Qpiw(s, a) da ds. (4)
In Actor-Critic, the policy parameters are adjusted to increase the density of actions under
the action-values for the current policy. In Actor-Expert, the policy parameters are adjusted
to increase the density of actions that are currently thought to be optimal under Q∗. The
naming reflects this difference: the critic provides feedback about the current policy whereas
the expert tells the policy which actions are high-value.2
The distinction—using Qpiw rather than Q∗—is subtle but results in fundamental dif-
ferences. One difference is that the parameters for the action-values and the policy are
decoupled in JAE. In JAC, changes to piw both change the weighting on actions and the
action-values themselves. For JAE, however, changing pi does not change Q
∗. We can take
advantage of this decoupling to provide a global optimization strategy for the actor, because
2. The term Actor-Critic has at times been used whenever explicit policies and action-values are learned.
For example, Crites and Barto (1995) show convergence of a modified Actor-Critic algorithm that uses
Q-learning updates instead of Sarsa updates, with the goal to provide some theoretical characterization
of Actor-Critic. In this work, we make the distinction highlighted above: a Critic does policy evaluation
whereas an Expert does Q-learning.
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for convergence we only need to show the actor tracks the changing expert. Intuitively, an-
other benefit is that the Expert only concentrates on identifying optimal actions, rather
than wasting time evaluating a likely suboptimal policy. In fact, JAE could incorporate any
estimates identifying advantageous actions.
4. Actor-Expert Framework
Actor-Expert is a general framework for obtaining a policy that maximizes JAE. The frame-
work is summarized in Algorithm 1, with Figure 1 depicting an architecture to implement
the Actor and Expert. The key choices within this framework include: 1) how to select
actions for exploration; 2) how to approximate the Q-learning update; 3) how to obtain the
maximum action from the Actor; and 4) how to update the policy parameters according
to JAE. We provide specific choices for each of these components to make the algorithm
more concrete. The framework is agnostic to the exploration mechanism, though in our
experiments we simply sample actions from pi.
st
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<latexit sha1_base64="yRjoBq99koyFx8YvuYkRx/CJ8Y4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU 0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpgfX9vlv1at4 cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3U fK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AeujjYs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yRjoBq99koyFx8YvuYkRx/CJ8Y4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU 0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpgfX9vlv1at4 cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3U fK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AeujjYs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yRjoBq99koyFx8YvuYkRx/CJ8Y4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU 0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpgfX9vlv1at4 cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3U fK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AeujjYs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yRjoBq99koyFx8YvuYkRx/CJ8Y4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU 0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpgfX9vlv1at4 cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3U fK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AeujjYs=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="tH/lnfdmPbXeWx2i9xfZDS+3iMU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0mKUI9FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpgQ1qg3LFrbo LkHXi5aQCOZqD8ld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfkaV4UzgrNRPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH2s8WpM3JhlSEJY2VLGrJQf09kNNJ6GgW2M6JmrFe9ufif10tNeO1nXCapQcmWi8JUEBOT+d9kyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtOyYbgrb68Ttq1 qudWvfurSuMmj6MIZ3AOl+BBHRpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH+0njYw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tH/lnfdmPbXeWx2i9xfZDS+3iMU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0mKUI9FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpgQ1qg3LFrbo LkHXi5aQCOZqD8ld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfkaV4UzgrNRPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH2s8WpM3JhlSEJY2VLGrJQf09kNNJ6GgW2M6JmrFe9ufif10tNeO1nXCapQcmWi8JUEBOT+d9kyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtOyYbgrb68Ttq1 qudWvfurSuMmj6MIZ3AOl+BBHRpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH+0njYw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tH/lnfdmPbXeWx2i9xfZDS+3iMU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0mKUI9FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpgQ1qg3LFrbo LkHXi5aQCOZqD8ld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfkaV4UzgrNRPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH2s8WpM3JhlSEJY2VLGrJQf09kNNJ6GgW2M6JmrFe9ufif10tNeO1nXCapQcmWi8JUEBOT+d9kyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtOyYbgrb68Ttq1 qudWvfurSuMmj6MIZ3AOl+BBHRpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH+0njYw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tH/lnfdmPbXeWx2i9xfZDS+3iMU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0mKUI9FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpgQ1qg3LFrbo LkHXi5aQCOZqD8ld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfkaV4UzgrNRPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH2s8WpM3JhlSEJY2VLGrJQf09kNNJ6GgW2M6JmrFe9ufif10tNeO1nXCapQcmWi8JUEBOT+d9kyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtOyYbgrb68Ttq1 qudWvfurSuMmj6MIZ3AOl+BBHRpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH+0njYw=</latexit>
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⇡(a|st) = c1 N (µ1,⌃1)
+ c2 N (µ2,⌃2)
<latexit sha1_base64="VYxwlKwM94IiuThrB/C8LDpLkx4=">AAACwnichVFNb9QwEHXCVwlfCxy5jFiBdkW1SlZUcEFUwIETKoJtK61XkeM4qaljp7 aDtHL9J7n13+Cke6DbSoxkz9N7M+PxTNEKbmyaXkTxrdt37t7buZ88ePjo8ZPR02eHRnWasgVVQunjghgmuGQLy61gx61mpCkEOypOP/f60W+mDVfyp123bNWQWvKKU2IDlY8ucMmqkDtUcsS0RJO6M97puvAu3YV0thcunzi8HYJbPiFwDrgh9qSonPG5nXr4ABhe0zwLblAoEe6bn+BCidKsm+AcbjqfZ7twhfvB64 YEegoYJ2/6IkDz+f+qzG+uMp9CPhqns3QwuA6yDRijjR3koz+4VLRrmLRUEGOWWdralSPaciqYT3BnWEvoKanZMkBJGmZWbpiKh1eBKaFSOhxpYWD/zXCkMX2PIbL/jtnWevImbdnZ6v3Kcdl2lkl6+VDVCbAK+n1CyTWjVqwDIFTz0CvQk7AhasPWkzCEbPvL18HhfJals+z72/H+p804dtAL9BJNUIbeoX30FR2gBa LRx4hFMlLxl/hXfBaby9A42uQ8R1csPv8Laojadw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VYxwlKwM94IiuThrB/C8LDpLkx4=">AAACwnichVFNb9QwEHXCVwlfCxy5jFiBdkW1SlZUcEFUwIETKoJtK61XkeM4qaljp7 aDtHL9J7n13+Cke6DbSoxkz9N7M+PxTNEKbmyaXkTxrdt37t7buZ88ePjo8ZPR02eHRnWasgVVQunjghgmuGQLy61gx61mpCkEOypOP/f60W+mDVfyp123bNWQWvKKU2IDlY8ucMmqkDtUcsS0RJO6M97puvAu3YV0thcunzi8HYJbPiFwDrgh9qSonPG5nXr4ABhe0zwLblAoEe6bn+BCidKsm+AcbjqfZ7twhfvB64 YEegoYJ2/6IkDz+f+qzG+uMp9CPhqns3QwuA6yDRijjR3koz+4VLRrmLRUEGOWWdralSPaciqYT3BnWEvoKanZMkBJGmZWbpiKh1eBKaFSOhxpYWD/zXCkMX2PIbL/jtnWevImbdnZ6v3Kcdl2lkl6+VDVCbAK+n1CyTWjVqwDIFTz0CvQk7AhasPWkzCEbPvL18HhfJals+z72/H+p804dtAL9BJNUIbeoX30FR2gBa LRx4hFMlLxl/hXfBaby9A42uQ8R1csPv8Laojadw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VYxwlKwM94IiuThrB/C8LDpLkx4=">AAACwnichVFNb9QwEHXCVwlfCxy5jFiBdkW1SlZUcEFUwIETKoJtK61XkeM4qaljp7 aDtHL9J7n13+Cke6DbSoxkz9N7M+PxTNEKbmyaXkTxrdt37t7buZ88ePjo8ZPR02eHRnWasgVVQunjghgmuGQLy61gx61mpCkEOypOP/f60W+mDVfyp123bNWQWvKKU2IDlY8ucMmqkDtUcsS0RJO6M97puvAu3YV0thcunzi8HYJbPiFwDrgh9qSonPG5nXr4ABhe0zwLblAoEe6bn+BCidKsm+AcbjqfZ7twhfvB64 YEegoYJ2/6IkDz+f+qzG+uMp9CPhqns3QwuA6yDRijjR3koz+4VLRrmLRUEGOWWdralSPaciqYT3BnWEvoKanZMkBJGmZWbpiKh1eBKaFSOhxpYWD/zXCkMX2PIbL/jtnWevImbdnZ6v3Kcdl2lkl6+VDVCbAK+n1CyTWjVqwDIFTz0CvQk7AhasPWkzCEbPvL18HhfJals+z72/H+p804dtAL9BJNUIbeoX30FR2gBa LRx4hFMlLxl/hXfBaby9A42uQ8R1csPv8Laojadw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VYxwlKwM94IiuThrB/C8LDpLkx4=">AAACwnichVFNb9QwEHXCVwlfCxy5jFiBdkW1SlZUcEFUwIETKoJtK61XkeM4qaljp7 aDtHL9J7n13+Cke6DbSoxkz9N7M+PxTNEKbmyaXkTxrdt37t7buZ88ePjo8ZPR02eHRnWasgVVQunjghgmuGQLy61gx61mpCkEOypOP/f60W+mDVfyp123bNWQWvKKU2IDlY8ucMmqkDtUcsS0RJO6M97puvAu3YV0thcunzi8HYJbPiFwDrgh9qSonPG5nXr4ABhe0zwLblAoEe6bn+BCidKsm+AcbjqfZ7twhfvB64 YEegoYJ2/6IkDz+f+qzG+uMp9CPhqns3QwuA6yDRijjR3koz+4VLRrmLRUEGOWWdralSPaciqYT3BnWEvoKanZMkBJGmZWbpiKh1eBKaFSOhxpYWD/zXCkMX2PIbL/jtnWevImbdnZ6v3Kcdl2lkl6+VDVCbAK+n1CyTWjVqwDIFTz0CvQk7AhasPWkzCEbPvL18HhfJals+z72/H+p804dtAL9BJNUIbeoX30FR2gBa LRx4hFMlLxl/hXfBaby9A42uQ8R1csPv8Laojadw==</latexit>
Q(st,at)
<latexit sha1_base64="AiBXMzF1JAr1gCXdD+RTozyC/R8=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBahgpREBF0W3bhswT6gDWU ynbRDJ5MwMxFK6MqNv+LGhSJu/QZ3/o2TNoJWDwyce869zL3HjzlT2nE+rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1j7+61VJRIQpsk4pHs+FhRzgRtaqY57cSS4tDntO2PrzO/fUelYpG41ZOYeiEeChYwgrWR+vZho9ILsR75QaqmfX2KvitsqpO+XXaqzgzoL3FzUoYc9b790RtEJAmp0IR jpbquE2svxVIzwum01EsUjTEZ4yHtGipwSJWXzs6YomOjDFAQSfOERjP150SKQ6UmoW86syXVopeJ/3ndRAeXXspEnGgqyPyjIOFIRyjLBA2YpETziSGYSGZ2RWSEJSbaJFcyIbiLJ/8lrbOq61Tdxnm5dpXHUYQDOIIKuHABNbiBOjSBwD08wjO8WA/Wk/Vqvc1bC1Y+sw+ /YL1/AehBmME=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AiBXMzF1JAr1gCXdD+RTozyC/R8=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBahgpREBF0W3bhswT6gDWU ynbRDJ5MwMxFK6MqNv+LGhSJu/QZ3/o2TNoJWDwyce869zL3HjzlT2nE+rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1j7+61VJRIQpsk4pHs+FhRzgRtaqY57cSS4tDntO2PrzO/fUelYpG41ZOYeiEeChYwgrWR+vZho9ILsR75QaqmfX2KvitsqpO+XXaqzgzoL3FzUoYc9b790RtEJAmp0IR jpbquE2svxVIzwum01EsUjTEZ4yHtGipwSJWXzs6YomOjDFAQSfOERjP150SKQ6UmoW86syXVopeJ/3ndRAeXXspEnGgqyPyjIOFIRyjLBA2YpETziSGYSGZ2RWSEJSbaJFcyIbiLJ/8lrbOq61Tdxnm5dpXHUYQDOIIKuHABNbiBOjSBwD08wjO8WA/Wk/Vqvc1bC1Y+sw+ /YL1/AehBmME=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AiBXMzF1JAr1gCXdD+RTozyC/R8=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBahgpREBF0W3bhswT6gDWU ynbRDJ5MwMxFK6MqNv+LGhSJu/QZ3/o2TNoJWDwyce869zL3HjzlT2nE+rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1j7+61VJRIQpsk4pHs+FhRzgRtaqY57cSS4tDntO2PrzO/fUelYpG41ZOYeiEeChYwgrWR+vZho9ILsR75QaqmfX2KvitsqpO+XXaqzgzoL3FzUoYc9b790RtEJAmp0IR jpbquE2svxVIzwum01EsUjTEZ4yHtGipwSJWXzs6YomOjDFAQSfOERjP150SKQ6UmoW86syXVopeJ/3ndRAeXXspEnGgqyPyjIOFIRyjLBA2YpETziSGYSGZ2RWSEJSbaJFcyIbiLJ/8lrbOq61Tdxnm5dpXHUYQDOIIKuHABNbiBOjSBwD08wjO8WA/Wk/Vqvc1bC1Y+sw+ /YL1/AehBmME=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AiBXMzF1JAr1gCXdD+RTozyC/R8=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZciDBahgpREBF0W3bhswT6gDWU ynbRDJ5MwMxFK6MqNv+LGhSJu/QZ3/o2TNoJWDwyce869zL3HjzlT2nE+rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1j7+61VJRIQpsk4pHs+FhRzgRtaqY57cSS4tDntO2PrzO/fUelYpG41ZOYeiEeChYwgrWR+vZho9ILsR75QaqmfX2KvitsqpO+XXaqzgzoL3FzUoYc9b790RtEJAmp0IR jpbquE2svxVIzwum01EsUjTEZ4yHtGipwSJWXzs6YomOjDFAQSfOERjP150SKQ6UmoW86syXVopeJ/3ndRAeXXspEnGgqyPyjIOFIRyjLBA2YpETziSGYSGZ2RWSEJSbaJFcyIbiLJ/8lrbOq61Tdxnm5dpXHUYQDOIIKuHABNbiBOjSBwD08wjO8WA/Wk/Vqvc1bC1Y+sw+ /YL1/AehBmME=</latexit>
Figure 1: Actor-Expert with an Actor using a bimodal distribution. The Actor and Expert
share the same network to learn the state representation, but then learn sepa-
rate functions—the policy distribution pi(·|St) and the Q-function for the Expert,
where the actions come in through late fusion. The policy pi(·|St) is a conditional
mixture model, with coefficients ci, means µi and diagonal covariances Σi. Such
a multimodal stochastic Actor naturally provides an exploration mechanism to
gather data for the Expert (the Q-learner) and enables more than one optimal
action in a state. For example, Q(s, ·) could be bimodal due to symmetries in ac-
tion selection, with equal value at two actions a1 and a2. The distribution pi(·|St)
could learn a bimodal distribution, with means a1 and a2 and equal coefficients
c1 = c2. Alternatively, it can still learn to select one action, where the extra
expressivity of two modes is collapsed into one.
The Expert uses an approximate Q-learning update for Qθ: parameterized action-values
with parameters θ. An exact Q-learning update is difficult to obtain in a continuous action
setting, without restricting the Q-values. Explicitly learning an actor does not solve the
max-action problem inside Q-learning, since piw only concentrates around maximal actions
and is an approximation. Nonetheless, we can take advantage of the Actor to facilitate the
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update. We can use the Actor to provide its current estimate of the maximal action, to
initialize a gradient ascent on actions to find the maximal action for the Q-learning update.
Note that neither the objective nor framework relies on an exact Q-learning update, though
approximation in the Expert will of course affect performance of the Actor.
The simplicity of obtaining the maximal action from the Actor depends heavily on the
policy parameterization. The Actor needs to return a mode of piw(·|s). For a unimodal
Gaussian, with mean and covariance a (nonlinear) function of the state, the maximum
action is simply the mean. For a bimodal Gaussian, there is not such a simple solution.
One of the two means is likely to provide a reasonable approximation to a mode of the
distribution. For a more careful solution, a gradient ascent could be started from each of
the two means, which often results in global solutions (Carreira-Perpin˜a´n, 2000). In our own
experiments, we found using the mean with the highest coefficient in the bimodal mixture
model to be almost as effective; with more Gaussians in the mixture, a more careful solution
might become more important.
The Actor can use a variety of updates to maximize JAE for the given action-values Qθ.
A basic strategy would be to use stochastic gradient descent updates for JAE. For s ∼ d,
under typical regularity conditions to swap the integral and gradient, the gradient is
∇w
∫
A
piw(a|s)Q∗(s, a) da =
∫
A
∇wpiw(a|s)Q∗(s, a) da
=
∫
A
piw(a|s)∇w log piw(a|s)Q∗(s, a) da
We can sample this gradient from a state s by sampling action a ∼ piw(a|s) and updating
with ∇w log piw(a|s)Q∗(s, a). Such updates, however, are prone to local maxima in Q∗(s, a).
We develop a more effective global optimization strategy in the next section, and conclude
this section by drawing some connections to previous methods.
Algorithm 1: Actor-Expert
Initialize Actor parameters w and Expert parameters θ.
for t=1, 2, ... do
Observe St, take action At (e.g., At ∼ piw(·|St)), and observe Rt+1, St+1
a′ ← estimated maximum action a′ from Actor . a mode of piw(·|St)
a¯′ ← output of gradient ascent on Qθ(s, ·) starting from a′ . can use a¯′ ← a′
Update expert θ, using Q-learning with δt = Rt+1 + γQθ(St+1, a¯
′)−Qθ(St, At)
Update Actor w to maximize JAE . e.g., Algorithm 4
4.1 Relationship to Other Algorithms with Explicit Policies and Action-values
There are existing algorithms that are related to this proposed framework. The approximate
Soft Q-learning (SQL) algorithm explicitly learns a policy to sample actions proportionally
to the soft action-values (Haarnoja et al., 2017). Follow-up work on Soft Actor-Critic (SAC)
(Haarnoja et al., 2018) uses policy iteration, where the action-values for the current policy
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are learned using a soft Sarsa algorithm.3 An explicit policy is maintained, by learning a
(greedified) policy with probabilities proportional to the soft action-values. Both attempt
to explicitly minimize the KL divergence between a parameterized policy and an energy
distribution using the soft action-values. Both approaches can be viewed as an instance of
an Actor-Expert algorithm, with soft action values. The energy distribution concentrates
around high-value actions, so the parameterized policy (Actor) for SQL and SAC should
concentrate around high-value actions, just like in Actor-Expert. The level of concentration,
however, is controlled by the temperature parameter in the soft value updates. The main
distinction, then, is that SQL and SAC both tie their policy to the energy distribution over
action-values, whereas Actor-Expert allows for any policy that optimizes the objective in
Equation (3). It is possible that in some cases the optimal solution to Equation (3) could be
the policy that minimizes the KL divergence to the energy distribution; in general, however,
this equivalence is unlikely to hold.
There are several Actor-Critic methods that use (approximate) Q-learning updates,
making the algorithms looks similar to Actor-Expert algorithms. Deterministic Policy Gra-
dient (DPG) (Silver et al., 2014) and NFQCA (Hafner and Riedmiller, 2011) are both such
algorithms. They are policy gradient methods, but because the policy is deterministic, (a)
the action-value update resembles a Q-learning update and (b) the policy update changes
the policy to output a higher-value action according to the current action-values. The
Actor in DPG can be seen as an approximate maximizer, similarly to the Actor in Actor-
Expert, as it executes gradient ascent on the action-values. The policy evaluation step uses
At+1 = pi(St+1); if At+1 = maxa′ Q(St+1, a
′), then this is a Q-learning update. Because pi
attempts to output maximizing actions, this update has been described as an approximate
Q-learning update. Nonetheless, because the update uses the action generated by pi, it is
still better thought of as a policy evaluation update—a Sarsa update. A variant of DPG
that uses pi(St+1) to initialize the optimization for the maximal action in the action-value
update would make this more explicitly an approximate Q-learning update.
Overall, most of these related methods are estimating Qpi for the action-values, whereas
our proposal in Actor-Expert is to explicitly consider action-values that attempt to esti-
mate the optimal action from a state, potentially agnostic to the current policy. When
approximations are introduced, or deterministic policies learned, there can be some overlap
in the methods, despite different intents. The method that is most similar to the intent
behind Actor-Expert is SQL, because it explicitly uses a (soft) Q-learning update and learns
a policy to take actions according to those action-values.
5. Conditional Cross Entropy Method for the Actor
In this section, we develop a global optimization algorithm for the Actor, based on the Cross-
Entropy Method. Global optimization strategies are designed to find the global optimum
of a general function f(θ) for some parameters θ. For example, for parameters θ of a neural
network, f may be the loss function on a sample of data. The advantage of these methods is
that they do not rely on gradient-based strategies, which are prone to getting stuck in local
3. The algorithm is unlike most Actor-Critic algorithms because it does not attempt to approximate the
policy gradient. Rather, it is a Sarsa algorithm that learns an explicit parameterized policy to simplify
the greedification step when learning with continuous actions.
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optima. Instead, they use randomized search strategies, that have optimality guarantees in
some settings (Hu et al., 2012) and have been shown to be effective in practice (Salimans
et al., 2017; Peters and Schaal, 2007; Szita and Lo¨rincz, 2006; Hansen et al., 2003).
The Cross Entropy Method (CEM) (Rubinstein, 1999) maintains a distribution p(θ)
over parameters θ, iteratively narrowing the range of plausible solutions. The goal is to
minimize the KL divergence between p(θ) to the uniform distribution over parameters where
the objective function is maximal: I(f(θ) ≥ f∗) for f∗ = maxθ f(θ). Practically, we do
not have f∗ nor I(f(θ) ≥ f∗). Rather, the algorithm iteratively approximates both. On
iteration t, for current threshold ft, the thresholded uniform distribution is approximated
with an empirical distribution, such as by sampling several parameter vectors θ1, . . . , θN
and keeping those θ∗1, . . . , θ∗h with f(θ
∗
i ) ≥ ft and discarding the rest. The KL divergence
is minimized between pt and this empirical distribution Iˆ = {θ∗1, . . . , θ∗h}, for h < N . This
step corresponds to maximizing the likelihood of the θ in the set Iˆ under the distribution pt.
Iteratively, the distribution over parameters pt narrows around higher valued θ. Sampling
the θ from pt narrows the search over θ and makes it more likely for them to produce a
useful approximation to I(f(θ) ≥ ft). To make it more likely to find the global optimum,
the initial distribution p0 is a wide distribution, such as a Gaussian distribution with mean
zero µ0 = 0 and a diagonal covariance Σ0 of large magnitude. The threshold ft is implicitly
increased over time, using upper quantiles as further explained below.
CEM, however, finds the single-best set of optimal parameters for a single optimization
problem. Most of the work using CEM in reinforcement learning aim to learn a single-
best set of parameters that optimize towards higher roll-out returns (Szita and Lo¨rincz,
2006; Mannor et al., 2003). Our goal, however, is to (repeatedly) find maximal actions a∗
conditioned on each state for Q(s, ·), rather than complete a single global optimization over
returns. The global optimization strategy could be run on each step to find the exact best
action for each current state, but this is expensive and throws away prior information about
the function surface obtained when previous optimizations were executed.
We extend CEM to be (a) conditioned on state and (b) learned iteratively over time.
CEM is well-suited to extend to a conditional approach, for use in the Actor, for two
reasons. First, and foremost, it is designed for general (non-concave) functions, and the
action-values are likely to non-concave in the actions. Second, it provides a stochastic
Actor, since it maintains a distribution over plausible actions for each state. Sampling from
this distribution provides a reasonable mechanism for exploration. The Conditional CEM
(CCEM) algorithm iteratively executes CEM updates, across states. To do so, it replaces the
learned p(·) with pi(·|St), where pi(·|St) can be any parametrized, multi-modal distribution.
For a mixture model, for example, the parameters are conditional means µi(St), conditional
diagonal covariances Σi(St) and coefficients ci(St), for the ith component of the mixture.
On each step, the conditional mixture model, piwt(·|St), is sampled to provide a set of
actions a1, . . . , aN from which we construct the empirical distribution Iˆ(St) = {a∗1, . . . , a∗h}
with Qθt(St, a
∗
i ) > ft. The policy parameters wt are updated using a gradient ascent step
on the log-likelihood of the actions Iˆ(St).
A key step in this algorithm is to select the empirical distribution. A standard strategy
for CEM is to use the top quantile, which both avoids the need to pick a threshold and
provides a consistent number of points h for the likelihood step. For a1, . . . , aN sampled
from piwt(·|St), we select a∗i ⊂ {a1, . . . , aN} where Q(St, a∗i ) are in the top (1− ρ) quantile
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values. For example, for ρ = 0.2, approximately the top 20% of actions are chosen, with
h = dρNe. Implicitly, ft is Qθ(St, a∗h) for a∗h the action with the lowest value in this top
quantile. This procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Other strategies that produce a better estimate of the thresholded uniform distribution
could also be considered. Consider action-values that are differentiable in the action. We
can improve on the above procedure by performing a small number of gradient ascent steps
from ai to reach actions a˜i with slightly higher action-values. We could then select the top
quantile of these improved actions. The resulting empirical distribution should contain a
larger number of actions with high action-values on which to perform maximum likelihood.
This addition is more expensive, but could reduce the number of actions N that need to be
sampled. This procedure is summarized in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 2: Quantile Empirical Distribution
Evaluate and sort in descending order:
Qθ(St, ai1) ≥ . . . ≥ Qθ(St, aiN )
. get top (1− ρ) quantile, e.g. ρ = 0.2
return Iˆ(St) = {ai1 , . . . , aih} (where h = dρNe )
Algorithm 3: Optimized Quantile Empirical Distribution
Input: n = number of gradient descent steps (e.g., n = 10)
for i = 1, . . . , N do
a˜i ← perform n steps of gradient ascent starting from Qθ(St, ai)
return Quantile Empirical Distribution({a˜1, . . . , a˜∗N})
Algorithm 4: Conditional CEM for the Actor
Input: St and Qθ
Sample N actions ai ∼ piw(·|St)
Obtain empirical distribution Iˆ(St) = {a∗1, . . . , a∗h} based on a1, . . . , aN
. Increase likelihood for high-value actions
w← w + αp,t
∑
j∈Iˆ(St)∇w lnpiw(a∗j |St)
We conclude with specific details about how to use this algorithm in practice, which are
also the choices we use in our experiments. AE with CCEM uses Algorithm 4 within the
generic AE framework in Algorithm 1. We use the Actor-Expert architecture depicted in
Figure 1. The Actor and Expert share the same neural network to obtain the representation
for the state, and learn separate functions conditioned on that state. The Actor uses a
Gaussian mixture model. To prevent the diagonal covariance Σ from exploding or vanishing,
we bound it between [e−1, e1] using a tanh layer. The pseudocode shows updates for each
new sample, but experience replay can easily be incorporated simply by storing observed
data and updating with mini-batches from the buffer. The update to Qθ is generic, and
could incorporate modifications to Q-learning, like target networks. We do not, however,
use or advocate for target networks in piw.
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6. Convergence Analysis of the Actor
In this section, we prove that the stochastic Conditional Cross-Entropy Method update for
the Actor tracks an underlying deterministic ODE for the expected Cross-Entropy update
over states. We follow a two-timescale stochastic approximation approach, where the action-
values (Expert) change more slowly than the policy (Actor), allowing the Actor to track
the maximal actions. The Actor itself has two timescales, to account for its own parameters
changing at different timescales. Actions for the maximum likelihood step are selected
according to older—slower—parameters, so that it is as if the primary—faster—parameters
are updated using samples from a fixed distribution.
We first provide an informal proof statement and proof sketch, to provide intuition for
the result. We then provide the formal proof in the following subsections. We first provide
some definitions, particularly for the quantile function which is central to the analysis. We
then lay out the assumptions, and discuss some policy parameterizations to satisfy those
assumptions. We finally state the theorem, with proof, and provide one lemma needed to
prove the theorem in the final subsection.
6.1 An Overview of the Main Theoretical Result
We provide an informal theorem statement here for Theorem 1, with a proof-sketch.
Informal Convergence Result: Let θt be the action-value parameters with stepsize
αq,t, and wt be the policy parameters with stepsize αa,t, with w
′
t a more slowly changing set
of policy parameters set to w′t = (1− α′a,t)w′t + α′a,twt for stepsize α′a,t ∈ (0, 1]. Assume
1. States St are sampled from a fixed marginal distribution.
2. ∇w lnpiw(·|s) is locally Lipschitz w.r.t. w, ∀s ∈ S.
3. Parameters wt and θt remain bounded almost surely.
4. Stepsizes are chosen for three different timescales to make wt evolves faster than w
′
t
and w′t evolves faster than θt,
lim
t→∞
α′a,t
αa,t
= 0, and lim
t→∞
αq,t
αa,t
= 0
5. All the three stepsizes decays to 0, while the sample length Nt strictly increases to
infinity.
6. Both L2 norm and the centered second moment of ∇w lnpiw(·|s) w.r.t. piw′ are bounded
uniformly.
Then the Conditional CEM Actor tracks the CEM Optimizer for actions, conditioned on
state: the stochastic recursion for the Actor asymptotically behaves like an expected CEM
Optimizer, with expectation taken across states.
Proof Sketch: The proof follows a multi-timescale stochastic approximation analysis.
The primary concern is that the stochastic update to the Actor is not a direct gradient-
descent update. Rather, each update to the Actor is a CEM update, which requires a
different analysis to ensure that the stochastic noise remains bounded and is asymptotically
negligible. Further, the classical results of the CEM also do not immediately apply, because
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such updates assume distribution parameters can be directly computed. Here, distribution
parameters are conditioned on state, as outputs from a parametrized function. We identify
conditions on the parametrized policy to ensure well-behaved CEM updates.
The multi-timescale analysis allows us to focus on the updates of the Actor wt, assuming
the action-value parameter θ and action-sampling parameter w′ are quasi-static. These
parameters are allowed to change with time—as they will in practice—but are moving at
a sufficiently slower timescale relative to wt and hence the analysis can be undertaken as
if they are static. These updates need to produce θ that keep the action-values bounded
for each state and action, but we do not specify the exact algorithm for the action-values.
We assume that the action-value algorithm is given, and focus the analysis on the novel
component: the Conditional CEM updates for the Actor.
The first step in the proof is to formulate the update to the weights as a projected
stochastic recursion—simply meaning a stochastic update where after each update the
weights are projected to a compact, convex set to keep them bounded. The stochastic
recursion is reformulated into a summation involving the mean vector field gθ(wt) (which
depends on the action-value parameters θ), martingale noise and a loss term `θt that is due
to having approximate quantiles. The key steps are then to show almost surely that the
mean vector field gθ is locally Lipschitz, the martingale noise is quadratically bounded and
that the loss term `θt decays to zero asymptotically. For the first and second, we identify
conditions on the policy parameterization that guarantee these. For the final case, we adapt
the proof for sampled quantiles approaching true quantiles for CEM, with modifications to
account for expectations over the conditioning variable, the state. 
6.2 Notation and Definitions
Notation: For a set A, let A˚ represent the interior of A, while ∂A is the boundary of A.
The abbreviation a.s. stands for almost surely and i.o. stands for infinitely often. Let N rep-
resent the set {0, 1, 2, . . . }. For a set A, we let IA to be the indicator function/characteristic
function of A and is defined as IA(x) = 1 if x ∈ A and 0 otherwise. Let Eg[·], Vg[·] and
Pg(·) denote the expectation, variance and probability measure w.r.t. g. For a σ-field F , let
E [·|F ] represent the conditional expectation w.r.t. F . A function f : X → Y is called Lips-
chitz continuous if ∃L ∈ (0,∞) s.t. ‖f(x1)− f(x2)‖ ≤ L‖x1−x2‖, ∀x1,x2 ∈ X. A function
f is called locally Lipschitz continuous if for every x ∈ X, there exists a neighbourhood U
of X such that f|U is Lipschitz continuous. Let C(X,Y ) represent the space of continuous
functions from X to Y . Also, let Br(x) represent an open ball of radius r with centered at
x. For a positive integer M , let [M ]
.
= {1, 2 . . .M}.
Definition 1 A function Γ : U ⊆ IRd1 → V ⊆ IRd2 is Frechet differentiable at x ∈ U if
there exists a bounded linear operator Γ̂x : IR
d1 → IRd2 such that the limit
lim
↓0
Γ(x + y)− x

(5)
exists and is equal to Γ̂x(y). We say Γ is Frechet differentiable if Frechet derivative of Γ
exists at every point in its domain.
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Definition 2 Given a bounded real-valued continuous function H : IRd → IR with H(a) ∈
[Hl, Hu] and a scalar ρ ∈ [0, 1], we define the (1 − ρ)-quantile of H(A) w.r.t. the PDF g
(denoted as fρ(H, g)) as follows:
fρ(H, g)
.
= sup
`∈[Hl,Hu]
{Pg
(
H(A) ≥ `) ≥ ρ}, (6)
where Pg is the probability measure induced by the PDF g, i.e., for a Borel set A, Pg(A) .=∫
A g(a)da.
This quantile operator will be used to succinctly write the quantile for Qθ(S, ·), with actions
selected according to piw, i.e.,
fρθ (w; s)
.
= fρ(Qθ(s, ·), piw(·|s)) = sup
`∈[Qθl ,Qθu]
{Ppiw(·|s)
(
Qθ(s,A) ≥ `
) ≥ ρ}. (7)
6.3 Assumptions
Assumption 1 Given a realization of the transition dynamics of the MDP in the form of
a sequence of transition tuples O .= {(St, At, Rt, S′t)}t∈N, where the state St ∈ S is drawn
using a latent sampling distribution ν, while At ∈ A is the action chosen at state St, the
transitioned state S 3 S′t ∼ P (St, At, ·) and the reward IR 3 Rt .= R(St, At, S′t). We further
assume that the reward is uniformly bounded, i.e., |R(·, ·, ·)| < Rmax <∞.
We analyze the long run behaviour of the conditional cross-entropy recursion (actor) which
is defined as follows:
wt+1
.
= ΓW
{
wt + αa,t
1
Nt
∑
A∈Ξt
I{Qθt (St,A)≥f̂
ρ
t+1}∇wt lnpiw(A|St)
}
, (8)
where Ξt
.
= {At,1, At,2, . . . , At,Nt} iid∼ piw′t(·|St).
w′t+1
.
= w′t + α
′
a,t
(
wt+1 −w′t
)
. (9)
Here, ΓW {·} is the projection operator onto the compact (closed and bounded) and convex
set W ⊂ IRm with a smooth boundary ∂W . Therefore, ΓW maps vectors in IRm to the
nearest vectors in W w.r.t. the Euclidean distance (or equivalent metric). Convexity and
compactness ensure that the projection is unique and belongs to W .
Assumption 2 The pre-determined, deterministic, step-size sequences {αa,t}t∈N, {α′a,t}t∈N
and {αq,t}t∈N are positive scalars which satisfy the following:∑
t∈N
αa,t =
∑
t∈N
α′a,t =
∑
t∈N
αq,t =∞∑
t∈N
(
α2a,t + α
′2
a,t + α
2
q,t
)
<∞
lim
t→∞
α′a,t
αa,t
= 0, lim
t→∞
αq,t
αa,t
= 0.
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The first conditions in Assumption 2 are the classical Robbins-Monro conditions (Robbins
and Monro, 1985) required for stochastic approximation algorithms. The last two conditions
enable the different stochastic recursions to have separate timescales. Indeed, it ensures the
wt recursion is faster compared to the recursions of θt and w
′
t. This timescale divide is
needed to obtain the desired asymptotic behaviour, as we describe in the next section.
Assumption 3 The pre-determined, deterministic, sample length schedule {Nt ∈ N}t∈N is
positive and strictly monotonically increases to ∞ and inft∈N Nt+1Nt > 1.
Assumption 3 states that the number of samples increases to infinity and is primarily
required to ensure that the estimation error arising due to the estimation of sample quantiles
eventually decays to 0. Practically, one can indeed consider a fixed, finite, positive integer
for Nt which is large enough to accommodate the acceptable error.
Assumption 4 The sequence {θt}t∈N satisfies θt ∈ Θ, where Θ ⊂ IRn is a convex, compact
set. Also, for θ ∈ Θ, let Qθ(s, a) ∈ [Qθl , Qθu], ∀s ∈ S, a ∈ A.
Assumption 4 assumes stability of the Expert, and minimally only requires that the val-
ues remain in a bounded range. We make no additional assumptions on the convergence
properties of the Expert, as we simply need stability to prove the Actor tracks the update.
Assumption 5 For θ ∈ Θ and s ∈ S, let PA∼piw′ (·|s) (Qθ(s,A) ≥ `) > 0, ∀` ∈ [Qθl , Qθu] and∀w′ ∈W .
Assumption 5 implies that there always exists a strictly positive probability mass beyond
every threshold ` ∈ [Qθl , Qθu]. This assumption is easily satisfied when Qθ(s, a) is continuous
in a and piw(·|s) is a continuous probability density function.
Assumption 6
sup
w,w′∈W,
θ∈Θ,`∈[Qθl ,Qθu]
EA∼piw′ (·|S)
[∥∥∥I{Qθ(S,A)≥`}∇w lnpiw(A|S)−
EA∼piw′ (·|S)
[
I{Qθ(S,A)≥`}∇w lnpiw(A|S)
∣∣S] ∥∥∥2
2
∣∣∣S] <∞ a.s.,
sup
w,w′∈W,
θ∈Θ,`∈[Qθl ,Qθu]
EA∼piw′ (·|S)
[∥∥∥I{Qθ(S,A)≥`}∇w lnpiw(A|S)∥∥∥22∣∣∣S
]
<∞ a.s.
Assumption 7 For s ∈ S, ∇w lnpiw(·|s) is locally Lipschitz continuous w.r.t. w.
Assumptions 6 and 7 are technical requirements that can be more easily characterized when
we consider piw to belong to the natural exponential family (NEF) of distributions.
Definition 3 Natural exponential family of distributions (NEF)(Morris, 1982):
These probability distributions over IRm are represented by
{piη(x) .= h(x)eη>T (x)−K(η) | η ∈ Λ ⊂ IRd}, (10)
where η is the natural parameter, h : IRm −→ IR, while T : IRm −→ IRd (called the sufficient
statistic) and K(η)
.
= ln
∫
h(x)eη
>T (x)dx (called the cumulant function of the family). The
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space Λ is defined as Λ
.
= {η ∈ IRd| |K(η)| < ∞}. Also, the above representation is
assumed minimal.4 A few popular distributions which belong to the NEF family include
Binomial, Poisson, Bernoulli, Gaussian, Geometric and Exponential distributions.
We parametrize the policy piw(·|S) using a neural network, which implies that when we
consider NEF for the stochastic policy, the natural parameter η of the NEF is being
parametrized by w. To be more specific, we have {ψw : S → Λ|w ∈ IRm} to be the
function space induced by the neural network of the actor, i.e., for a given state s ∈ S,
ψw(s) represents the natural parameter of the NEF policy piw(·|s). Further,
∇w lnpiw(A|S) = ln (h(A)) + ψw(St)>T (A)−K(ψw(S))
= ∇wψw(S) (T (A)−∇ηK(ψw(S))) .
= ∇wψw(S)
(
T (A)− EA∼piw(·|S) [T (A)]
)
. (11)
Therefore Assumption 7 can be directly satisfied by assuming that ψw is twice continuously
differentiable w.r.t. w.
The next assumption is a standard assumption that sample average converges with an
exponential rate in the number of samples, for an arbitrary w ∈W .
Assumption 8 For  > 0 and N ∈ N, we have
P
Ξ
iid∼piw′ (·|s)
(∥∥∥ 1
N
∑
A∈Ξ
I{Qθ(s,A)≥fρ(Qθ(s,·),piw′ (·|s)}∇w lnpiw(A|s)−
EA∼piw′ (·|s)
[
I{Qθ(s,A)≥f̂ρ(Qθ(s,·),piw′ (·|s)}∇w lnpiw(A|s)
] ∥∥∥ ≥ ) ≤ C1 exp (−c2N c3c4),
∀θ ∈ Θ,w,w′ ∈W, s ∈ S,
where C1, c2, c3, c4 > 0.
Assumption 9 For every θ ∈ Θ, s ∈ S and w ∈W , fρθ (w; s) (from Eq. (7)) exists and is
unique.
The above assumption ensures that the true (1− ρ)-quantile is unique and the assumption
is usually satisfied for most distributions and a well-behaved Qθ.
6.4 Main Theorem
To analyze the algorithm, we employ here the ODE-based analysis as proposed in (Borkar,
2008; Kushner and Clark, 2012). The actor recursions (Eqs. (8-9)) represent a classical
two timescale stochastic approximation recursion, where there exists a bilateral coupling
between the individual stochastic recursions (8) and (9). Since the step-size schedules
{αa,t}t∈N and {α′a,t}t∈N satisfy
α′a,t
αa,t
→ 0, we have α′a,t → 0 relatively faster than αa,t → 0.
This disparity induces a pseudo-heterogeneous rate of convergence (or timescales) between
4. For a distribution in NEF, there may exist multiple representations of the form (10). However, for the
distribution, there definitely exists a representation where the components of the sufficient statistic are
linearly independent and such a representation is referred to as minimal.
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the individual stochastic recursions which further amounts to the asymptotic emergence of
a stable coherent behaviour which is quasi-asynchronous. This pseudo-behaviour can be
interpreted using multiple viewpoints. When viewed from the faster timescale recursion—
controlled by αa,t—the slower timescale recursion—controlled by α
′
a,t—appears quasi-static,
i.e., almost a constant. Likewise, when observed from the slower timescale, the faster
timescale recursion seems equilibrated.
The existence of this stable long run behaviour under certain standard assumptions of
stochastic approximation algorithms is rigorously established in (Borkar, 1997) and also
in Chapter 6 of (Borkar, 2008). For our stochastic approximation setting (Eqs. (8-9)),
we can directly apply this appealing characterization of the long run behaviour of the two
timescale stochastic approximation algorithms—after ensuring the compliance of our setting
to the pre-requisites demanded by the characterization—by considering the slow timescale
stochastic recursion (9) to be quasi-stationary (i.e., w′t ≡ w′, a.s., ∀t ∈ N), while analyzing
the limiting behaviour of the faster timescale recursion (8). Similarly, we let θt to be quasi-
stationary too (i.e., θt ≡ θ, a.s., ∀t ∈ N). The asymptotic behaviour of the slower timescale
recursion is further analyzed by considering the faster timescale temporal variable wt with
the limit point so obtained during quasi-stationary analysis.
Define the filtration {Ft}t∈N, a family of increasing natural σ-fields, where
Ft .= σ
({wi,w′i, (Si, Ai, Ri, S′i),Ξi; 0 ≤ i ≤ t}) .
Theorem 1 Let w′t ≡ w′, θt ≡ θ,∀t ∈ N a.s. Let Assumptions 1-9 hold. Then the stochastic
sequence {wt}t∈N generated by the stochastic recursion (8) asymptotically tracks the ODE:
d
dt
w(t) = Γ̂Ww(t)
(
∇w(t)ES∼ν,A∼piw′ (·|S)
[
I{Qθ(S,A)≥fρθ (w′;S)} lnpiw(t)(A|S)
])
, t ≥ 0. (12)
In other words, limt→∞wt ∈ K a.s., where K is set of stable equilibria of the ODE (12)
contained inside W .
Proof Firstly, we rewrite the stochastic recursion (8) under the hypothesis that θt and w
′
t
are quasi-stationary, i.e., θt ≡
a.s.
θ and w′t ≡a.s. w
′ as follows:
wt+1
.
= ΓW
{
wt + αa,t
1
Nt
∑
A∈Ξt
I{Qθ(St,A)≥f̂ρt+1}∇w lnpiw(A|St)
}
(13)
where fρθ (w
′;S) .= fρ(Qθ(S, ·), piw′(·|S)) and ∇wt .= ∇w=wt , i.e., the gradient w.r.t. w at
wt. Define
gθ(w)
.
= ESt∼ν,A∼piw′ (·|St)
[
I{Qθ(St,A)≥fρθ (w′;St)}∇w lnpiw(A|St)
]
. (14)
Mt+1
.
=
1
Nt
∑
A∈Ξt
I{Qθ(St,A)≥f̂ρt+1}∇wt lnpiw(A|St)−
E
[
1
Nt
∑
A∈Ξt
I{Qθ(St,A)≥f̂ρt+1}∇wt lnpiw(A|St)
∣∣∣Ft]. (15)
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`θt
.
= E
[
1
Nt
∑
A∈Ξt
I{Qθ(St,A)≥f̂ρt+1}∇wt lnpiw(A|St)
∣∣∣∣Ft]−
ESt∼ν,A∼piw′ (·|St)
[
I{Qθ(St,A)≥fρθ (w′;St)}∇wt lnpiw(A|St)
]
(16)
Then we can rewrite
(13) = ΓW
{
wt + αa,t
(
ESt∼ν,A∼piw′ (·|St)
[
I{Qθ(St,A)≥fρθ (w′;St)}∇wt lnpiw(A|St)
]
−
ESt∼ν,A∼piw′ (·|St)
[
I{Qθ(St,A)≥fρθ (w′;St)}∇wt lnpiw(A|St)
]
+
E
[
1
Nt
∑
A∈Ξt
I{Qθ(St,A)≥f̂ρt+1}∇wt lnpiw(A|St)
∣∣∣∣Ft]−
E
[
1
Nt
∑
A∈Ξt
I{Qθ(St,A)≥f̂ρt+1}∇wt lnpiw(A|St)
∣∣∣∣Ft]+
1
Nt
∑
A∈Ξt
I{Qθ(St,A)≥f̂ρt+1}∇wt lnpiw(A|St)
)}
.
= ΓW
{
gθ(wt) +Mt+1 + `θt
}
, (17)
A few observations are in order:
B1. {Mt+1}t∈N is a martingale difference noise sequence w.r.t. the filtration {Ft}t∈N, i.e.,
Mt+1 is Ft+1-measurable and integrable, ∀t ∈ N and E [Mt+1|Ft] = 0 a.s., ∀t ∈ N.
B2. gθ is locally Lipschitz continuous. This follows from Assumption 7.
B3. `θt → 0 a.s. as t→∞. (By Lemma 2 below).
B4. The iterates {wt}t∈N is bounded almost surely, i.e.,
sup
t∈N
‖wt‖ <∞ a.s.
This is ensured by the explicit application of the projection operator ΓW {·} over the
iterates {wt}t∈N at every iteration onto the bounded set W .
B5. ∃L ∈ (0,∞) s.t. E [‖Mt+1‖2|Ft] ≤ L (1 + ‖wt‖2) a.s.
This follows from Assumption 6 (ii).
Now, we rewrite the stochastic recursion (17) as follows:
wt+1
.
= wt + αa,t
ΓW
{
wt + ξt
(
gθ(wt) +Mt+1 + `θt
)}−wt
αa,t
= wt + αa,t
(
Γ̂Wwt(g
θ(wt)) + Γ̂
W
wt (Mt+1) + Γ̂
W
wt
(
`θt
)
+ o(αa,t)
)
, (18)
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where Γ̂W is the Frechet derivative (Definition 3).
The above stochastic recursion is also a stochastic approximation recursion with the vec-
tor field Γ̂Wwt(g
θ(wt)), the noise term Γ̂
W
wt (Mt+1), the bias term Γ̂
W
wt
(
`θt
)
with an additional
error term o(αa,t) which is asymptotically inconsequential.
Also, note that ΓW is single-valued map since the set W is assumed convex and also the
limit exists since the boundary ∂W is considered smooth. Further, for w ∈ W˚ , we have
Γ̂Ww (u)
.
= lim
→0
ΓW {w + u} −w

= lim
→0
w + u−w

= u (for sufficiently small ), (19)
i.e., Γ̂Ww (·) is an identity map for w ∈ W˚ .
Now by appealing to Theorem 2, Chapter 2 of (Borkar, 2008) along with the observations
B1-B5, we conclude that the stochastic recursion (8) asymptotically tracks the following
ODE almost surely:
d
dt
w(t) = Γ̂Ww(t)(g
θ(w(t))), t ≥ 0
= Γ̂Ww(t)
(
ES∼ν,A∼piw′ (·|S)
[
I{Qθ(S,A)≥fρθ (w′;S)}∇w(t) lnpiw(A|S)
])
= Γ̂Ww(t)
(
∇w(t)ES∼ν,A∼piw′ (·|S)
[
I{Qθ(S,A)≥fρθ (w′;S)} lnpiw(A|S)
])
. (20)
The interchange of expectation and the gradient in the last equality follows from dominated
convergence theorem and Assumption 7 (Rubinstein and Shapiro, 1993). The above ODE is
a gradient flow with dynamics restricted inside W . This further implies that the stochastic
recursion (8) converges to a (possibly sample path dependent) asymptotically stable equi-
librium point of the above ODE inside W .
6.5 Proof of Lemma 2 to satisfy Condition 3
In this section, we show that `θt → 0 a.s. as t → ∞, in Lemma 2. To do so, we first need
to prove several supporting lemmas. Lemma 1 shows that, for a given Actor and Expert,
the sample quantile converges to the true quantile. Using this lemma, we can then prove
Lemma 2. In the following subsection, we provide three supporting lemmas about convexity
and Lipschitz properties of the sample quantiles, required for the proof Lemma 1.
For this section, we require the following characterization of fρ(Qθ(s, ·),w′). Please
refer Lemma 1 of (Homem-de Mello, 2007) for more details.
fρ(Qθ(s, ·),w′) = arg min
`∈[Qθl ,Qθu]
EA∼piw′ (·|s) [Ψ(Qθ(s,A), `)], (21)
where Ψ(y, `)
.
= (y − `)(1− ρ)I{y≥`} + (`− y)ρI{`≥y}.
Similarly, the sample estimate of the true (1−ρ)-quantile, i.e., f̂ρ .= Q(d(1−ρ)Ne)θ,s , (where
Q
(i)
θ,s is the i-th order statistic of the random sample {Qθ(s,A)}A∈Ξ with Ξ
.
= {Ai}Ni=1 iid∼
piw′(·|s)) can be characterized as the unique solution of the stochastic counterpart of the
18
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above optimization problem, i.e.,
f̂ρ = arg min
`∈[Qθl ,Qθu]
1
N
∑
A∈Ξ
|Ξ|=N
Ψ(Qθ(s,A), `). (22)
Lemma 1 Assume θt ≡ θ, w′t ≡ w′, ∀t ∈ N. Also, let Assumptions 3-5 hold. Then, for a
given state s ∈ S,
lim
t→∞ f̂
ρ
t = f
ρ(Qθ(s, ·),w′) a.s.,
where f̂ρt
.
= Q
(d(1−ρ)Nte)
θ,s , (where Q
(i)
θ,s is the i-th order statistic of the random sample
{Qθ(s,A)}A∈Ξt with Ξt .= {Ai}Nti=1 iid∼ piw′(·|s)).
Proof The proof is similar to arguments in Lemma 7 of (Hu et al., 2007). Since state s
and expert parameter θ are considered fixed, we assume the following notation in the proof.
Let
f̂ρt|s,θ
.
= f̂ρt and f
ρ
|s,θ
.
= fρ(Qθ(s, ·),w′), (23)
where f̂ρt and f
ρ(Qθ(s, ·),w′) are defined in Equations (21) and (22).
Consider the open cover {Br(`), ` ∈ [Qθl , Qθu]} of [Qθl , Qθu]. Since [Qθl , Qθu] is compact,
there exists a finite sub-cover, i.e., ∃{`1, `2, . . . , `M} s.t. ∪Mi=1Br(`i) = [Qθl , Qθu]. Let
ϑ(`)
.
= EA∼piw′ (·|S) [Ψ(Qθ(s,A), `)] and ϑ̂t(`)
.
= 1Nt
∑
A∈Ξt,|Ξt|=Nt,
Ξt
iid∼piw′ (·|s)
Ψ(Qθ(s,A), `).
Now, by triangle inequality, we have for ` ∈ [Qθl , Qθu],
|ϑ(`)− ϑ̂t(`)| ≤ |ϑ(`)− ϑ(`j)|+ |ϑ(`j)− ϑ̂t(`j)|+ |ϑ̂t(`j)− ϑ̂t(`)|
≤ Lρ|`− `j |+ |ϑ(`j)− ϑ̂t(`j)|+ L̂ρ|`j − `|
≤
(
Lρ + L̂ρ
)
r + |ϑ(`j)− ϑ̂t(`j)|, (24)
where Lρ and L̂ρ are the Lipschitz constants of ϑ(·) and ϑ̂t(·) respectively.
For δ > 0, take r = δ(Lρ + L̂ρ)/2. Also, by Kolmogorov’s strong law of large numbers
(Theorem 2.3.10 of (Sen and Singer, 2017)), we have ϑ̂t(`) → ϑ(`) a.s. This implies that
there exists T ∈ N s.t. |ϑ(`j) − ϑ̂t(`j)| < δ/2, ∀t ≥ T , ∀j ∈ [M ]. Then from Eq. (24), we
have
|ϑ(`)− ϑ̂t(`)| ≤ δ/2 + δ/2 = δ, ∀` ∈ [Qθl , Qθu].
This implies ϑ̂t converges uniformly to ϑ. By Lemmas 3 and 4, ϑ̂t and ϑ are strictly convex
and Lipschitz continuous, and so because ϑ̂t converges uniformly to ϑ, this means that the
sequence of minimizers of ϑ̂t converge to the minimizer of ϑ (see Lemma 5, Appendix A for
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an explicit justification). These minimizers correspond to f̂ρt and f
ρ(Qθ(s, ·),w′) respec-
tively, and so limNt→∞ f̂
ρ
t = f
ρ(Qθ(s, ·),w′) a.s.
Now, for δ > 0 and r
.
= δ(Lρ + L̂ρ)/2, we obtain the following from Eq. (24):
|ϑ(`)− ϑ̂t(`)| ≤ δ/2 + |ϑ(`j)− ϑ̂t(`j)|
⇔ {|ϑ(`j)− ϑ̂t(`j)| ≤ δ/2, ∀j ∈ [M ]} ⇒ {|ϑ(`)− ϑ̂t(`)| ≤ δ, ∀` ∈ [Qθl , Qθu]}
⇒ Ppiw′
(
|ϑ(`)− ϑ̂t(`)| ≤ δ, ∀` ∈ [Qθl , Qθu]
)
≥ Ppiw′
(
|ϑ(`j)− ϑ̂t(`j)| ≤ δ/2,∀j ∈ [M ]
)
= 1− Ppiw′
(
|ϑ(`j)− ϑ̂t(`j)| > δ/2,∃j ∈ [M ]
)
≥ 1−
M∑
j=1
Ppiw′
(
|ϑ(`j)− ϑ̂t(`j)| > δ/2
)
≥ 1−M max
j∈[M ]
Ppiw′
(
|ϑ(`j)− ϑ̂t(`j)| > δ/2
)
≥ 1− 2M exp
( −2Ntδ2
4(Qθu −Qθl )2
)
, (25)
where Ppiw′
.
= PA∼piw′ (·|s). And the last inequality follows from Hoeffding’s inequality (Ho-
effding, 1963) along with the fact that Epiw′
[
ϑ̂t(`j)
]
= ϑ(`j) and sup
`∈[Qθl ,Qθu]
|ϑ(`)| ≤ Qθu−Qθl .
Now, the sub-differential of ϑ(`) is given by
∂`ϑ(`) =
[
ρ− PA∼piw′ (·|s) (Qθ(s,A) ≥ `) , ρ− 1 + PA∼piw′ (·|s) (Qθ(s,A) ≤ `)
]
. (26)
By the definition of sub-gradient we obtain
c|f̂ρt|s,θ − fρ|s,θ| ≤ |ϑ(f̂ρt|s,θ)− ϑ(fρ|s,θ)|, c ∈ ∂`ϑ(`)
⇒ C|f̂ρt|s,θ − fρ|s,θ| ≤ |ϑ(f̂ρt|s,θ)− ϑ(fρ|s,θ)|, (27)
where C
.
= max
{
ρ− PA∼piw′ (·|s)
(
Qθ(s,A) ≥ fρ|s,θ
)
, ρ− 1 + PA∼piw′ (·|s)
(
Qθ(s,A) ≤ fρ|s,θ
)}
.
Further,
C|f̂ρt|s,θ − fρ|s,θ| ≤ |ϑ(f̂ρt|s,θ)− ϑ(fρ|s,θ)|
≤ |ϑ(f̂ρt|s,θ)− ϑ̂t(f̂ρt|s,θ)|+ |ϑ̂t(f̂ρt|s,θ)− ϑ(fρ|s,θ)|
≤ |ϑ(f̂ρt|s,θ)− ϑ̂t(f̂ρt|s,θ)|+ sup
`∈[Qθl ,Qθu]
|ϑ̂t(`)− ϑ(`)|
≤ 2 sup
`∈[Qθl ,Qθu]
|ϑ̂t(`)− ϑ(`)|. (28)
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From Eqs. (25) and (28), we obtain for  > 0
Pw′
(
Nαt |f̂ρt|s,θ − fρ|s,θ| ≥ 
)
≤ Pw′
(
Nαt sup
`∈[Qθl ,Qθu]
|ϑ̂t(`)− ϑ(`)| ≥ 
2
)
≤ 2M exp
( −2Nt2
16N2αt (Q
θ
u −Qθl )2
)
= 2M exp
( −2N1−2αt 2
16(Qθu −Qθl )2
)
.
For α ∈ (0, 1/2) and inft∈N Nt+1Nt ≥ τ > 1 (by Assumption 3), then
∞∑
t=1
2M exp
( −2N1−2αt 2
16(Qθu −Qθl )2
)
≤
∞∑
t=1
2M exp
(
−2τ (1−2α)tN1−2α0 2
16(Qθu −Qθl )2
)
<∞.
Therefore, by Borel-Cantelli’s Lemma (Durrett, 1991), we have
Pw′
(
Nαt
∣∣f̂ρt|s,θ − fρ|s,θ∣∣ ≥  i.o) = 0.
Thus we have Nαt
(
f̂ρt|s,θ − fρ|s,θ
)
→ 0 a.s. as Nt →∞.
Lemma 2 Almost surely,
`θt → 0 as Nt →∞.
Proof of Lemma 2: Consider
E
[
1
Nt
∑
A∈Ξt
I{Qθ(St,A)≥f̂ρt+1}∇wt lnpiw(A|St)
∣∣∣∣Ft] =
E
[
EΞt
[
1
Nt
∑
A∈Ξt
I{Qθ(St,A)≥f̂ρt+1}∇wt lnpiw(A|St)
]∣∣∣∣St = s,w′t
]
For α′ > 0, from Assumption 8, we have
P
(
Nα
′
t
∥∥∥ 1
Nt
∑
A∈Ξt
I{Qθ(s,A)≥f̂ρθ,s}
∇wt lnpiw(A|s)− E
[
I{Qθ(s,A)≥f̂ρθ,s}
∇wt lnpiw(A|s)
] ∥∥∥ ≥ )
≤ C1 exp
(
−c2N
c3
t 
c4
N c4α
′
t
)
= C1 exp
(
−c2N c3−c4α′t c4
)
≤ C1 exp
(
−c2τ (c3−c4α′)tN c3−c4α′0 c4
)
,
where fρθ,s
.
= fρ(Qθ(s, ·), piw′(·|s)) and inft∈N Nt+1Nt ≥ τ > 1 (by Assumption 3).
For c3 − c4α′ > 0 ⇒ α′ < c3/c4, we have
∞∑
t=1
C1 exp
(
−c2τ (c3−c4α′)tN c3−c4α′0 c4
)
<∞.
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Therefore, by Borel-Cantelli’s Lemma (Durrett, 1991), we have
P
(
Nα
′
t
∥∥∥ 1
Nt
∑
A∈Ξt
I{Qθ(s,A)≥f̂ρθ,s}
∇wt lnpiw(A|s)− E
[
I{Qθ(s,A)≥f̂ρθ,s}
∇wt lnpiw(A|s)
] ∥∥∥ ≥  i.o.)
= 0.
This implies that
Nα
′
t
∥∥∥ 1
Nt
∑
A∈Ξt
I{Qθ(s,A)≥f̂ρθ,s}
∇wt lnpiw(A|s)− E
[
I{Qθ(s,A)≥f̂ρθ,s}
∇wt lnpiw(A|s)
] ∥∥∥→ 0 a.s.
(29)
The above result implies that the sample average converges at a rate O(Nα
′
t ), where 0 <
α′ < c3/c4 independent of w,w′ ∈ W . By Lemma 1, we have the sample quantiles f̂ρt also
converging to the true quantile at a rate O(Nαt ) independent of w,w
′ ∈W . Now the claim
follows directly from Assumption 6 (ii) and bounded convergence theorem. 
6.6 Supporting Lemmas for Lemma 1
Lemma 3 Let Assumption 5 hold. For θ ∈ Θ, w′ ∈W , s ∈ S and ` ∈ [Qθl , Qθu], we have
1. EA∼piw′ (·|s) [Ψ(Qθ(s,A), `)] is Lipschitz continuous.
2. 1N
∑
A∈Ξ
|Ξ|=N
Ψ(Qθ(s,A), `) (with Ξ
iid∼ piw′(·|s)) is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz
constant independent of the sample length N .
Proof Let `1, `2 ∈ [Qθl , Qθu], `2 ≥ `1. By Assumption 5 we have PA∼piw′ (·|s)(Qθ(s,A) ≥
`1) > 0 and PA∼piw′ (·|s)(Qθ(s,A) ≥ `2) > 0. Now,∣∣∣EA∼piw′ (·|s) [Ψ(Qθ(s,A), `1)]− EA∼piw′ (·|s) [Ψ(Qθ(s,A), `2)] ∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣EA∼piw′ (·|s) [(Qθ(s,A)− `1)(1− ρ)I{Qθ(s,A)≥`1} + (`1 −Qθ(s,A))ρI{`1≥Qθ(s,A)}]
− EA∼piw′ (·|s)
[
(Qθ(s,A)− `2)(1− ρ)I{Qθ(s,A)≥`2} + (`2 −Qθ(s,A))ρI{`2≥Qθ(s,A)}
] ∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣EA∼piw′ (·|s)[(Qθ(s,A)− `1)(1− ρ)I{Qθ(s,A)≥`1} + (`1 −Qθ(s,A))ρI{`1≥Qθ(s,A)}
− (Qθ(s,A)− `2)(1− ρ)I{Qθ(s,A)≥`2} + (`2 −Qθ(s,A))ρI{`2≥Qθ(s,A)}
]∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣EA∼piw′ (·|s)[(1− ρ)(`2 − `1)I{Qθ(s,A)≥`2} + ρ(`1 − `2)I{Qθ(s,A)≤`1}+
+ (−(1− ρ)`1 − ρ`2 + ρQθ(s,A) + (1− ρ)Qθ(s,A)) I{`1≤Qθ(s,A)≤`2}
]∣∣∣
≤ (1− ρ)|`2 − `1|+ (2ρ+ 1) |`2 − `1|
= (ρ+ 2)|`2 − `1|.
Similarly, we can prove the later claim also. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.
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Lemma 4 Let Assumption 5 hold. Then, for θ ∈ Θ, w′ ∈ W , s ∈ S and ` ∈ [Qθl , Qθu],
we have EA∼piw′ (·|s) [Ψ(Qθ(s,A), `)] and
1
N
∑
A∈Ξ
|Ξ|=N
Ψ(Qθ(s,A), `) (with Ξ
iid∼ piw′(·|s)) are
strictly convex.
Proof For λ ∈ [0, 1] and `1, `2 ∈ [Ql, Qu] with `1 ≤ `2, we have
EA∈piw′ (·|S)
[
Ψ(Qθ(S,A), λ`1 + (1− λ)`2)
]
(30)
= EA∈piw′ (·|S)
[
(1− ρ)(Qθ(S,A)− λ`1 − (1− λ)`2)I{Qθ(S,A)≥λ`1+(1−λ)`2}
+ ρ
(
λ`1 + (1− λ)`2 −Qθ(S,A)
)
I{Qθ(S,A)≤λ`1+(1−λ)`2}
]
.
Notice that(
Qθ(S,A)− λ`1 − (1− λ)`2
)
I{Qθ(S,A)≥λ`1+(1−λ)`2}
=
(
λQθ(S,A)− λ`1 + (1− λ)Qθ(S,A)− (1− λ)`2
)
I{Qθ(S,A)≥λ`1+(1−λ)`2}
We consider how one of these components simplifies.
EA∈piw′ (·|S)
[(
λQθ(S,A)− λ`1
)
I{Qθ(S,A)≥λ`1+(1−λ)`2}
]
= λEA∈piw′ (·|S)
[(
Qθ(S,A)− `1
)
I{Qθ(S,A)≥λ`1} −
(
Qθ(S,A)− `1
)
Iλ`1≤{Qθ(S,A)≤λ`1+(1−λ)`2}
]
≤ λEA∈piw′ (·|S)
[(
Qθ(S,A)− `1
)
I{Qθ(S,A)≥λ`1}
]
. −(Qθ(S,A)− `1) ≤ 0
for λ`1 ≤ {Qθ(S,A) ≤ λ`1 + (1− λ)`2}
≤ λEA∈piw′ (·|S)
[(
Qθ(S,A)− `1
)
I{Qθ(S,A)≥`1}
]
.
(
Qθ(S,A)− `1
) ≤ 0 for Iλ`1≤{Qθ(S,A)≤`1}
Similarly, we get
EA∈piw′ (·|S)
[(
Qθ(S,A)− `2
)
I{Qθ(S,A)≥λ`1+(1−λ)`2}
] ≤ EA∈piw′ (·|S)[(Qθ(S,A)− `2)I{Qθ(S,A)≥`2}]
EA∈piw′ (·|S)
[(
`1 −Qθ(S,A)
)
I{Qθ(S,A)≤λ`1+(1−λ)`2}
] ≤ EA∈piw′ (·|S)[(`1 −Qθ(S,A))I{Qθ(S,A)≤`1}]
EA∈piw′ (·|S)
[(
`2 −Qθ(S,A)
)
I{Qθ(S,A)≤λ`1+(1−λ)`2}
] ≤ EA∈piw′ (·|S)[(`2 −Qθ(S,A))I{Qθ(S,A)≤`2}]
Therefore, for Equation (30), we get
(30) ≤ λ(1− ρ)EA∈piw′ (·|S)
[(
Qθ(S,A)− `1
)
I{Qθ(S,A)≥`1}
]
+ (1− λ)(1− ρ)EA∈piw′ (·|S)
[(
Qθ(S,A)− `2
)
I{Qθ(S,A)≥`2}
]
+ λρEA∈piw′ (·|S)
[(
`1 −Qθ(S,A)
)
I{Qθ(S,A)≤`1}
]
+ (1− λ)ρEA∈piw′ (·|S)
[(
`2 −Qθ(S,A)
)
I{Qθ(S,A)≤`2}
]
= λEA∈piw′ (·|S) [Ψ(Qθ(S,A), `1)] + (1− λ)EA∈piw′ (·|S) [Ψ(Qθ(S,A), `2)] .
We can prove the second claim similarly. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.
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7. Experiments
In this section, we investigate the practical utility of Actor-Expert, particularly investigating
the benefit of allowing for a general functional form for the action-values and the benefit of
an explicit Actor for Q-learning. We also compare to two Actor-Critic methods, to provide
preliminary evidence that Actor-Expert could be a promising alternative to the large class
of Actor-Critic methods. We design a toy environment to highlight issues with restricting
the action-value function, and carefully investigate the properties of Actor-Expert. We
also evaluate all algorithms on four benchmark environments, and include comparisons
to six other algorithms. Additional experimental details are provided in the Appendix,
with source code and videos of algorithms on the toy environment available at: https:
//sites.google.com/ualberta.ca/actorexpert/.
7.1 Environments
We first test the algorithms in a toy environment designed to highlight limitations with
restricting the functional form of Q(s, a) to be quadratic or concave. The toy environment
has a single state S0 and a ⊂ [−2, 2], where the true Q∗(s, a)—shown in in Figure 2—is
a function of two radial basis functions centered at a = −1.0 and a = 1.0, with unequal
values of 1.0 and 1.5 respectively. The rewards are deterministic, so R(s, a) = Q∗(s, a).
Q*(a)
action
Q*(-1.0) = 1.0
Q*(1.0) = 1.5
-2 -1 0 1 2
Figure 2: Optimal Action-values for the Bimodal Environment.
We also include experiments in several benchmark domains, to validate that Actor-
Expert performs comparably to other methods in more complex problems. For these do-
mains, we cannot as exhaustively sweep parameters nor include as many runs; the re-
sults rather provide a sanity check that Actor-Expert scales and that it seems to provide
some performance improvements. We use one environment from OpenAI Gym (Brockman
et al., 2016)—Pendulum—and three environments from MuJoCo (Todorov et al., 2012)—
HalfCheetah, Hopper and Ant. The environment properties are summarized in Table 1. All
domains are episodic, with discount factor γ = 0.99.
7.2 Algorithms
We compare against several Q-learning algorithms designed for continuous actions, includ-
ing NAF, PICNN, Wire-fitting and QT-Opt. We also include two policy gradient meth-
ods: Actor-Critic with advantage functions and DDPG. These two algorithms are mainly
included as baselines, though they provide some preliminary insights into Actor-Expert
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Environment
State
dim.
Action
dim.
Action
range
Description
Pendulum
(version v0)
3 1 [-2,2] The goal of the agent is to swing the pendulum
up to the top and stay upright, with spending
least amount of energy.
HalfCheetah
(version v2)
17 6 [-1,1] The goal of the agent is to move forward as much
as possible with a cheetah-like figure.
Hopper
(version v2)
11 3 [-1,1] The goal of the agent is to move forward as much
as possible with a monoped figure.
Ant
(version v2)
111 8 [-1,1] The goal of the agent is to move forward as much
as possible with an ant-like quadroped.
Table 1: Benchmark Environment descriptions.
compared to Actor-Critic. The main goal of these experiments, though, is to compare the
utility of Actor-Expert compared to other methods based on Q-learning.
For exploration, we use two different approaches, depending on if the approach has a
stochastic policy. For NAF, we use the exploration approach specified in their paper. For
all other methods without a stochastic policy, including PICNN, Wire-fitting and DDPG,
we use OU noise (Lillicrap et al., 2016). OU noise is temporally correlated stochastic noise
generated by Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (Uhlenbeck and Ornstein, 1930). We set the
parameters in the process to µ = 0.0, θ = 0.15, σ = 0.2, where the noise is added to the
greedy action.
Normalized Advantage Function (NAF) (Gu et al., 2016) uses Q(s, a) = V (s) +
A(s, a), restricting the advantage function to the form A(s, a) = −12(a− µ(s))TΣ−1(s)(a−
µ(s)). V (s) corresponds to the state value for the maximum action µ(s), and A(s, a) only
decreases this value for a 6= µ(s). NAF takes actions by sampling from a Gaussian with
learned mean µ(s) and learned covariance Σ(s), with initial exploration scale swept in {0.1,
0.3, 1.0}. The mean µ(s) can be seen as the learned policy, which outputs maximal actions.
This µ is not explicitly optimized as a policy, but rather is implicitly learned through the
advantage function update.
Partially Input Convex Neural Networks (PICNN) (Amos et al., 2017) is a
neural network that is convex with respect to a part of its input—the action in this case.
PICNN learns −Q(s, a) so that it is convex with respect to a, by restricting the weights
of intermediate layers to be non-negative, and activation functions to be convex and non-
decreasing (e.g. ReLU). OU noise is used for exploration. To obtain the greedy action,
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as suggested in their paper, we used 5 iterations of the bundle entropy method from a
randomly initialized action.
Wire-fitting (Baird and Klopf, 1993) outputs a set of action control points and corre-
sponding action-values C = {(ai, qi) : i = 1, ...,m} for a state. By construction, the opti-
mal action is one of the action control points with the highest action-value. This method
uses interpolation between the action control points to find the action-values, and thus its
performance is largely dependent on the number of control points. OU noise is used for
exploration. We used 100 action control points for the Bimodal Environment and 1000 for
the Benchmark Environments.
QT-Opt (Kalashnikov et al., 2018) uses a fixed number of iterations of Cross Entropy
Method on the action values to find the approximate greedy action. Unlike Actor-Expert,
it does not learn a policy to output a near maximal action, and rather simply resolves the
maximization from scratch on each step. This method provides a useful baseline to gauge
if the Conditional CEM algorithm provides benefits, or if the main benefit is simply from
using a CEM approach. As used in the original paper, we use two iterations of CEM at each
step and sampled 64 actions. To closely match Actor-Expert, we fit a bimodal Gaussian
mixture policy to the top 6 actions at each iteration, and sampled from this policy for
exploration.
Actor-Critic consists of a critic to estimate values, to facilitate estimation of the gra-
dient of the objective defined in Equation (4) for the policy parameters. We use a stan-
dard Actor-Critic update by learning action-values Qpi and using advantages in the gradient
computation for the policy, for advantages Qpi(s, a)−E[Qpi(s,A)]. Equation (4) uses action-
values, but can be reformulated to instead use action advantages
max
w∈Rm
JAC(w) = max
w∈Rm
∫
S
d(s)
∫
A
piw(a|s) (Qpi(s, a)− E[Qpi(s,A)]) da ds.
We use advantages to avoid putting higher importance on states that simply have higher
magnitude returns and because the resulting update has lower variance. We used a sample
average 1n
∑n
i=1Q
pi(s, ai) to approximate E[Qpi(s,A)], where ai is sampled from the current
policy piw, and n = 30.
We use a standard off-policy variant, to enable use of experience replay, though techni-
cally the policy gradient under off-policy sampling is no longer correct (Degris et al., 2012b).
The action-values are updated using Sarsa5 on transition (St, At, St+1, Rt+1), where the ac-
tion At+1 is sampled from piw(·|St+1) for the target in the update: Rt+1 + γQpi(St+1, At+1).
The policy is updated by sampling only states from the buffer, and computing the gradient
using an action a sampled from the policy piw(·|s): ∇w log pi(a|s)[Qpi(s, a)− 1n
∑n
i=1Q
pi(s, ai)].
Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) (Lillicrap et al., 2016) is an Actor-
Critic method, with a deterministic rather than a stochastic policy. The policy is similarly
updated using a gradient of a policy objective similar to the one in Equation 4, using the
deterministic policy gradient theorem (Silver et al., 2014). For DDPG, it is not common to
use advantage functions, and Qpi is used directly. OU noise is used for exploration.
5. Though typically used on-policy, Sarsa can be used for off-policy policy evaluation by simply sampling
At+1 ∼ piw(·|St+1) for the update, but not in the environment. See (Sutton and Barto, 2018, Section
6.6) for more details.
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We tested two versions of Actor-Expert. Actor-Expert uses the Quantile Empirical
Distribution (Alg. 2). Actor-Expert+ uses the Optimized Quantile Empirical Distribu-
tion (Alg. 3). We use a bimodal Gaussian mixture for both Actors, with N = 30 and
ρ = 0.2 for Actor-Expert and N = 10 and ρ = 0.6 for Actor-Expert+. The second choice
for Actor-Expert+ reflects that a smaller number of samples is sufficient for the optimized
set of actions. For benchmark environments, it was even effective—and more efficient—for
Actor-Expert+ to sample only 1 action (N = 1), with ρ = 1.0.
To select the maximal action in Actor-Expert using piw, we used the simple heuristic
of selecting the mode with the highest coefficient in the Gaussian mixture. We found this
choice was sufficient in these experiments, without needing to more carefully use piw to find
the maximum. We provide some empirical justification in Appendix C. Note that this choice
only disadvantages Actor-Expert, and not any of the competitors. Future experiments with
Actor-Expert could investigate improved strategies for using piw to find the maximal action.
7.3 Experimental Settings
Agent performance is evaluated every n steps of training, by executing the current policy
without exploration for 10 episodes. We use offline performance evaluation, because Q-
learning learns the optimal policy off-policy. The performance was averaged over 20 runs for
the Bimodal Environment, and 10 runs for the benchmark environments, with different fixed
seeds for each run. We sweep over learning rates – policy: {1e-3, 1e-4, 1e-5}, action-values:
{1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4}, and other relevant hyperparameters for each agent. Best hyperparameter
settings for all agents are reported in Appendix B.
All agents use a neural network of two layers with 200 hidden units each, ReLU ac-
tivations between each layer and tanh activation for action outputs. For Actor-Expert
(Actor-Critic), the Actor and Expert (Critic) share the first layer, and branch out into
two separate layers which all have 200 hidden units as described in the earlier section. All
agents use an experience replay buffer and target networks, as is common when using neural
networks for function approximation. The mini-batch size is 32, with buffer size = 106 and
soft target network update(τ = 0.01).
7.4 Comparison of Q-learning methods in the Bimodal Environment
The Bimodal Environment has a deterministic optimal policy, so Q-learning should be able
to find this optimal policy. The optimal policy is deterministic because one of the two
high value regions has a higher value. Despite this, a Q-learning agent could fail to find
this optimal policy if its action-values are restricted to be unimodal. Such action-values
will be incapable of representing the true action-values, and may either converge to a poor
approximation that tries to balance error for these two regions or will continue to oscillate
between the two regions. We hypothesize, then, that the Q-learning agents that put such
restrictions on the action-values will often fail in this environment.
We plot the average performance of the best setting for each agent over 20 runs, in Fig-
ure 3. Only Actor-Expert methods (Actor-Expert and Actor-Expert+) reliably converged
quickly to the optimal policy. All the methods that restrict the functional form for action-
values failed in many runs. NAF and PICNN struggled to converge to the either optimal or
suboptimal policy, resulting in much worse performance. When PICNN and NAF start to
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Figure 3: Q-learning methods evaluated on Bimodal Environment. Each faded line repre-
sents one run while the dark line represents the average. Actor-Expert and Actor-
Expert+ almost always converged to the optimum policy, while other Q-learning
methods that restrict the action-value function, such as NAF and PICNN, strug-
gled. Note that the restriction on action-value was critical, but that a unimodal
or bimodal policy worked equally well in Actor-Expert. As long as the action-
values can be accurately learned, the policy can concentrate density around the
single optimal action without being skewed by the second high-value region.
increase value for one action center, they necessarily decrease the action-values around the
other action center because the action-values are concave. Consequently, when the agents
explore and observe higher reward for an action than they predict, it can skew the action-
value estimates. This was particularly visible for NAF with initial exploration scale=1.0.
Due to large exploration, the agent saw both large rewards and tried to fit a large quadratic
function encompassing both, resulting in the maximal action centered around action=0.0
with reward 0.0. For smaller exploration scale=0.1, the limited exploration allowed the
agent to converge more often to either of the action centers, sometimes finding the optimal
action and sometimes finding the suboptimal action.
For PICNN, the agent did not seem to robustly converge to either optimal or suboptimal
actions even though it has a more general functional form than NAF. Looking more closely
at the plot, about 10 runs are centered around the suboptimal solution and 10 around the
optimal solution. From our own visual observation of the videos of the action-values over
time, it’s action-values do manage to center around the optimal action for some runs. But
even in these ideal cases, the action-values were quite pointed. As a result, the optimization
over actions oscillated around the maximal action. It is nonetheless clear that PICNN is
suffering from a restricted action-value form, because in about half of the runs, it settled
around the suboptimal action.
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Figure 4: Evaluating the effects of exploration on the Bimodal Environment. Each faded
line represents one run while the dark line represents the average.
QT-Opt and Wire-Fitting were capable of correctly modelling action-values, but both
surprisingly converged to the suboptimal policy quite often. This may be due to the ex-
ploration mechanism used by the two algorithms, particularly using OU noise rather than
having an explicit stochastic Actor in Wire-Fitting or learning an Actor per-step using
CEM, rather than across steps. To test this hypothesis, we ran an additional experiment
to better separate the effects of restricting the functional form of the action-values and the
type of exploration used.
We tested variants of Actor-Expert, using OU noise and restricted action-values. We
also include QT-Opt with OU noise and an idealized Q-learning agent (Optimal Q), where
we discretize the action space finely (in increments of 0.001) and evaluated all action values
to find the maximal action-value/action at each time step. The action-value function is
parameterized by a neural network, with architecture identical to other methods. The
idealized agent removes confounding factors in restricting actions and in finding optimal
actions, and just reflects any issues with OU noise exploration. Finally, we also include
Actor-Critic methods, both to see if it is generally beneficial to use a stochastic actor for
exploration but also to include all algorithms in this environment.
We can see in Figure 4 that the exploration strategy does have an effect, but it is minor
compared to the effect of restricting the action-values. The performance is worse when
Actor-Expert uses OU noise for exploration, but for the majority of runs it still converges
to the optimal policy. Once we use a restricted action-value for Actor-Expert, by using
the same network architecture as PICNN for the action-values, then performance becomes
almost as bad as PICNN. There are several other interesting points, in addition to this main
outcome. Actor-Expert outperforms QT-Opt, either by selecting actions from the stochastic
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Figure 5: Comparison of Q-learning methods and Actor-Expert evaluated on benchmark
environments. Results are averaged over 10 runs, smoothed over a moving window
average of size 10. The shaded region represents standard error.
actor or when using OU-noise. This validates the utility of learning the maximizer with
CCEM, rather than re-optimizing with CEM on each step.
The results for Actor-Critic parallel Actor-Expert, in that the use of a stochastic actor
is better than OU noise. The curves for Actor-Critic, however, are more oscillatory due to
stochastic sampling during evaluation. DDPG suffers similarly to the Q-learning agents,
potentially because it is restricted to a deterministic policy. Even though the optimal
policy is deterministic, during learning, the deterministic policy can oscillate between the
two peaks. When sampling an action from the second high-value region, it can shift the
deterministic policy towards that action. This behaviour is avoided by using a stochastic
policy, which can adjust more smoothly. These results overall suggest that it is both useful
to have a more general form for the action-values and an explicit Actor for exploration.
7.5 Comparison of Q-learning methods in the Benchmark Environments
We evaluated the algorithms on the set of benchmark continuous action environments, with
results shown in Figure 5. Wire-fitting is omitted from the plots, as it performed poorly on
these environments. Actor-Expert methods (Actor-Expert and Actor-Expert+) seemed to
perform consistently well across all environments. Other methods that performed well in
one environment did not perform as well in other environments.
NAF and PICNN had the poorest performance. NAF converges to a good policy only
in Pendulum, and performed poorly in other environments and especially suffered in Ant.
PICNN performed quite poorly in Pendulum, and otherwise was generally only better than
NAF and similar to QT-Opt. Of note is that we do not see the same instability in PICNN
as we saw in Bimodal environment. This may be because for locomotion environments like
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Figure 6: Comparison of Actor-Expert methods with Actor-Critic methods on benchmark
environments. Results are averaged over 10 runs, smoothed over a moving window
average of size 10. The shaded region represents standard error.
HalfCheetah, Hopper, and Ant, precision is not necessary and selecting approximately good
actions is enough to achieve reasonable performance, or because the action-values were less
pointed for these environments.
Actor-Expert methods also consistently outperformed or matched QT-Opt, again sug-
gesting that using CCEM to learn a maximizer with CEM is more effective than simply
using CEM to approximate the maximal action on each step. This provides some evidence
that it is effective learn a maximizer—an Actor—using CCEM. It is possible that QT-
Opt would match, or even outperform, Actor-Expert given more optimization iterations of
CEM in QT-Opt. This would, however, significantly increase the computational complexity
as compared to Actor-Expert and likely be prohibitively expensive in higher dimensional
environments.
7.6 Comparison of Actor-Critic methods in Benchmark Environments
In this section, we provide a comparison between Actor-Expert methods and Actor-Critic
methods on the benchmark environments. We closely matched the settings for our Actor-
Expert methods and the Actor-Critic baseline. Actor-Critic used the same branching ar-
chitecture, with the Actor and Critic sharing the first layer and branching out into two
networks. The Actor network in Actor-Critic was also parameterized as a bimodal Gaus-
sian mixture.
The performance of Actor-Expert methods was better than that of Actor-Critic meth-
ods, as can be seen in Figure 6. Actor-Critic performed well only in Pendulum, while failing
to learn as good policy in other domains. DDPG performed similarly to Actor-Expert only
in Hopper. DDPG reached good final performance in Pendulum but learned more slowly
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than other methods. We hypothesize that one of the reasons Actor-Expert outperformed
Actor-Critic is that in the evaluation Actor-Critic uses a stochastic policy, whereas Actor-
Expert is designed to output greedy actions. DDPG similarly outputs greedy actions, but
suffers from instability during learning. This suggests that a stochastic Actor during learn-
ing is useful but that a greedy policy during execution can obtain better performance.
8. Discussion and Future Work
In this paper, we introduced a new framework called Actor-Expert, that decouples action-
selection from action-value representation by introducing an Actor that learns to identify
maximal actions for the Expert action-values. This facilitates the use of Q-learning in con-
tinuous control, as the agent can quickly select actions without having to solve a potentially
expensive optimization problem. Previous Q-learning approaches for continuous control
have typically limited the action-value functional form to easily optimize over actions. We
have shown that it can be problematic to restrict the action-value function, with failure
from methods using concave action-value estimates to learn non-concave action-values.
We developed a practical Actor-Expert algorithm, by introducing a Conditional Cross
Entropy Method to iteratively find greedy actions conditioned on states. We use a multi-
timescale analysis to prove that this Actor tracks the Cross Entropy updates which seek the
optimal actions across states, as the Expert evolves gradually. This proof differs from other
multi-timescale proofs in reinforcement learning, as we analyze a stochastic recursion that is
based on the Cross Entropy Method, rather than a more typical stochastic (semi-)gradient
descent update. We conclude by showing that Actor-Expert methods are able to robustly
find the optimal policy when the true action-value function is bimodal, and performs as
well as or better than previous methods in several benchmark environments. Overall, our
results provide evidence that Actor-Expert with CCEM is a promising strategy for using Q-
learning in continuous action spaces. It can learn to select greedy actions for non-concave
action-values and provides a more effective exploration mechanism by sampling from its
resulting distribution without any external exploration parameters to tune.
Like the Actor-Critic framework, we hope for the Actor-Expert framework to facilitate
further development in optimizing our proposed policy search objective. The separation into
an Actor and a Critic enabled the two components to be optimized in a variety of ways,
facilitating algorithm development. The Actor can incorporate different update mechanisms
to achieve better sample efficiency (Mnih et al., 2016; Kakade, 2001; Peters and Schaal, 2008;
Wu et al., 2017) or stable learning (Schulman et al., 2015, 2017). The Critic can be used
as a baseline or control variate to reduce variance (Greensmith et al., 2004; Gu et al., 2017;
Schulman et al., 2016), and improve sample efficiency by incorporating off-policy samples
(Degris et al., 2012b; Silver et al., 2014; Lillicrap et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017). Within the
Actor-Expert framework, we have only provided a single instance using Conditional Cross
Entropy Method for the Actor and an approximation for the maximal action for the Expert.
We hope our framework can spur more research into development of better Actor-Expert
algorithms and possible benefits of Q-learning in continuous action spaces.
This framework also suggests that the key distinction for control algorithms is learning
Q∗ or Qpi. Typically, a separation is made between policy search methods and Q-learning
(or value-based) methods. This separation, however, is grey, particularly with methods like
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Actor-Critic that use both parameterized policies and parameterized values. Introducing a
parameterized policy (Actor) into Q-learning methods provides another point in a spectrum
between value-based and policy search methods, further undermining this distinction. In-
stead, the objective for the Actor in Actor-Expert highlights that a potentially more impor-
tant distinction between control algorithms is whether the agent estimates the action-values
of the optimal policy (Q∗) or the action-values of the current policy (Qpi). This distinction
has of course featured prominently when distinguishing Q-learning and Sarsa; here we sug-
gest this remains the key distinction even when moving to learning explicit policies. We
have provided preliminary empirical evidence into the benefits of estimating Q∗ instead of
Qpi, by comparing Actor-Expert and Actor-Critic. Our next step will be to more system-
atically explore the differences in performance between Actor-Expert and Actor-Critic, to
understand the relative merits of (approximate) Q-learning and Actor-Critic.
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Appendix A. Lemma 5
Lemma 5 Let {fn ∈ C(IR, IR)}n∈N be a sequence of strictly convex, continuous functions
converging uniformly to a strict convex function f . Let x∗n = arg minx fn(x) and x∗ =
arg minx∈IR f(x). Then limn→∞x
∗
n = x
∗.
Proof Let c = lim infn x
∗
n. We employ proof by contradiction here. For that, we assume
x∗ > c. Now, note that f(x∗) < f(c) and f(x∗) < f((x∗ + c) /2) (by the definition of
x∗). Also, by the strict convexity of f , we have f((x∗ + c)/2) < (f(x∗) + f(c)) /2 < f(c).
Therefore, we have
f(c) > f((x∗ + c)/2) > f(x∗). (31)
Let r1 ∈ IR be such that f(c) > r1 > f((x∗ + c)/2). Now, since ‖fn − f∗‖∞ → 0 as
n → ∞, there exists an positive integer N s.t. |fn(c) − f(c)| < f(c) − r1, ∀n ≥ N and
 > 0. Therefore, fn(c) − f(c) > r1 − f(c) ⇒ fn(c) > r1. Similarily, we can show that
fn((x
∗ + c)/2) > r1. Therefore, we have fn(c) > fn((x∗ + c)/2). Similarily, we can show
that fn((x
∗ + c)/2) > fn(x∗). Finally, we obtain
fn(c) > fn((x
∗ + c)/2) > fn(x∗), ∀n ≥ N. (32)
Now, by the extreme value theorem of the continuous functions, we obtain that for n ≥ N ,
fn achieves minimum (say at xp in the closed interval [c, (x
∗ + c)/2]. Note that fn(xp) ≮
fn((x
∗+c)/2) (if so then fn(xp) will be a local minimum of fn since fn(x∗) < fn((x∗+c)/2)).
Also, fn(xp) 6= fn((x∗ + c)/2). Therefore, fn achieves it minimum in the closed interval
[c, (x∗+ c)/2] at the point (x∗+ c)/2. This further implies that x∗n > (x∗+ c)/2. Therefore,
lim infn x
∗
n ≥ (x∗ + c)/2 ⇒ c ≥ (x∗ + c)/2 ⇒ c ≥ x∗. This is a contradiction and implies
lim inf
n
x∗n ≥ x∗. (33)
Now consider gn(x) = fn(−x). Note that gn is also continuous and strictly convex. Indeed,
for λ ∈ [0, 1], we have gn(λx1 + (1 − λ)x2) = fn(−λx1 − (1 − λ)x2) < λf(−x1) + (1 −
λ)f(−x2) = λg(x1) + (1 − λ)g(x2). Applying the result from Eq. (33) to the sequence
{gn}n∈N, we obtain that lim infn(−x∗n) ≥ −x∗. This implies lim supn x∗n ≤ x∗. Therefore,
lim inf
n
x∗n ≥ x∗ ≥ lim sup
n
x∗n ≥ lim sup
n
x∗n.
Hence, lim infn x
∗
n = lim supn x
∗
n = x
∗
Appendix B. Experiment Best Hyperparameters
In this section we report the best hyperparameter settings for the evaluated environments.
We swept over policy (actor) learning rate, action-value (expert/critic) learning rate, and
other algorithm specific parameters.
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Algorithm Actor LR Expert/Critic LR Others
Actor-Expert 1e-3 1e-2 -
Actor-Expert+ 1e-3 1e-2 -
QT-Opt - 1e-3 -
Actor-Expert (with PICNN) 1e-3 1e-2 -
PICNN - 1e-2 -
NAF - 1e-2 exploration scale (0.1)
Wire-fitting - 1e-2 control points (100)
Optimal Q - 1e-2 discretization (1e-3)
Actor-Critic 1e-3 1e-2 -
DDPG 1e-3 1e-2 -
Table 2: Bimodal Environment
Algorithm Actor LR Expert/Critic LR Others
Actor-Expert 1e-3 1e-2 -
Actor-Expert+ 1e-3 1e-2 -
QT-Opt - 1e-2 -
PICNN - 1e-3 -
NAF - 1e-3 exploration scale (1.0)
Actor-Critic 1e-3 1e-2 -
DDPG 1e-4 1e-3 -
Table 3: Pendulum
Algorithm Actor LR Expert/Critic LR Others
Actor-Expert 1e-5 1e-3 -
Actor-Expert+ 1e-4 1e-3 -
QT-Opt - 1e-3 -
PICNN - 1e-3 -
NAF - 1e-3 exploration scale (0.3)
Actor-Critic 1e-4 1e-3 -
DDPG 1e-4 1e-3 -
Table 4: HalfCheetah
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Algorithm Actor LR Expert/Critic LR Others
Actor-Expert 1e-5 1e-3 -
Actor-Expert+ 1e-5 1e-3 -
QT-Opt - 1e-3 -
PICNN - 1e-3 -
NAF - 1e-3 exploration scale (1.0)
Actor-Critic 1e-5 1e-3 -
DDPG 1e-5 1e-3 -
Table 5: Hopper
Algorithm Actor LR Expert/Critic LR Others
Actor-Expert 1e-5 1e-3 -
Actor-Expert+ 1e-5 1e-3 -
QT-Opt - 1e-4 -
PICNN - 1e-4 -
NAF - 1e-3 exploration scale (0.1)
Actor-Critic 1e-5 1e-3 -
DDPG 1e-5 1e-3 -
Table 6: Ant
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Appendix C. Evaluation on the method of obtaining the maximizing
action
We first provide justification on using the mean of the gaussian with the higher mixing
coefficient as a heuristic for obtaining the maximizing action in Actor-Expert. We compare
our results on the Pendulum and Swimmer environment. Maximizing action-value and
its corresponding action is needed in two occasions: during Q-learning update and during
evaluation (deploying the learned agent). To assess whether using the mean of the gaussian
with the higher mixing coefficient is sufficient, we performed maximum 10 gradient ascent
steps from the mean to find a better action-value target and its action. The result is
shown in Figure 7. Interestingly, in Pendulum, gradient ascent during evaluation did not
improve performance. There seemed to be a slight variation in the learning curve when
using gradient ascent for Q-learning action-value target, but they were very similar. In
Swimmer, using gradient ascent during Q-learning (green and pink) resulted in a slower but
more stable improvement in performance over runs. Furthermore, using gradient ascent
during evaluation seemed to improve performance when not using gradient ascent during
Q-learning (orange performs better than blue). This may be due to the fact that the Expert
did not learn a better action-value function, and there was room for improvement in better
action during evaluation. However, performing gradient ascent steps during Q-learning can
be computationally expensive, and simply taking the mean can be a viable alternative to
obtaining a reasonable maximizing action.
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Figure 7: Ablation study of Actor-Expert with better target action-value. We compare
the effect of using a better target action-value by performing gradient ascent
during Q-learning update and evaluation. Although it visibly helps to perform
gradient ascent during evaluation, it can be computationally expensive; we find
that simply using the mean of the higher coefficient is sufficiently good as an
approximate maximizing action both during Q-learning and evaluation.
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